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This manual comprises a variety of demonstration cases for the HITCAN (High Temperature
Composite ANalyzer) code. HITCAN is a general purpose computer program for predicting
nonlinear global structural and local stress-strain response of arbitrarily oriented, multilayered
high temperature metal matrix composite structures. HITCAN is written in FORTRAN 77
computer language and has been configured and executed on the NASA Lewis Research Center
CRAY XMP and YMP computers. Detailed description of all program variables and terms used
in this manual may be found in the USER's MANUAL.
The demonstration manual includes various eases to illustrate the features and analysis
capabilities of the HITCAN computer code. These cases include: 1) static analysis, 2) nonlinear
quasi-static (incremental) analysis, 3) modal analysis, 4) buckling analysis, 5) fiber degradation
effects, 6) fabrication-induced stresses for a variety of structures; namely, beam, plate, ring, shell,
and built-up structures. A brief discussion of each demonstration case with the associated input
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
This manual presents input data files for 13 sample problems demonstrating the static, buckling,
modal, and quasi-static analysis capabilities of the high temperature composite analyzer code
HITCAN. The quasi-static analysis means incremental nonlinear analysis where the material
properties are updated at the end of each load step, based on a nonlinear multi-factor interaction
model (Ref. 1). With continued enhancements, H1TCAN is expected to be capable of handling
a wide spectrum of analyses for high temperature metal matrix composite structures, all of which
are not demonstrated in the present edition of this manual. Table I lists capabilities of HITCAN,
showing the ones that have been demonstrated (Ref. 2) marked 'tested' in italic typeface. Each
analysis capability is demonstrated for five generic types of structures, i.e. beam, plate, ring,
curved panel, and a built-up structure. The sample problems include special code features such
as fiber degradation and fabrication-induced stresses.
H1TCAN can model structural components with solid as well as hollow geometrical shapes. The
input data structure is different for solid versus hollow structures. All beam, plate, ring, and
curved panel problems demonstrate modeling of solid structures and those for built-up structure
demonstrate modeling of hollow structures.
The element library in the current version 1.0 of HITCAN includes plate, 3D solid, plane stress,
and plane strain elements. The finite element code, MHOST, ut_ in H1TCAN also includes
beam and axisymmetric elements. Further, M/-IOST is presently being updated to allow mixing
of elements. All of these individual and mixed element capabilities will become functional in
ItlTCAN in the future. The 13 problems presented in the present edition of this manual were
modeled using the plate element. Demonstration problems for other element types of HITCAN
will be added as they become available.
Although an effort is made to include all the information necessary for understanding the demon-
stration problems in the present manual, a line-by-line description of the input files is not pro-
vided. It is expected that the user has access to the H1TCAN User's Manual (Ref. 3). The user's
manual includes 2 sample problems with detailed explanation of input and output data structures.
The description of demonstration problems is provided in numerical order from 1 to i 3. Figures
showing geometry, boundary conditions, and loading, files showing the data structure, and a file
showing selected portions of the output data structure are included with each problem. The
detailed output files have been archived in NASA's VM computer system and can be retrieved,
if necessary. The material property data files being similar for many problems, are given in
Appendix 1. The H1TCAN execution command files (_DEMOX NQS _ and "DEMOY NQS" for
the NASA LeRC CRAY XMP and YMP computers, respectively) are included in Appendix 2.
Chapter 1 March, 1992
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Figure I - HITCAN: An Integrated Approach for High Temperature Composite
Structural Analysis
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Step 1 : Finite Bement Model Generation
(Computations for interpolating nodal values of geometrical
coordinates and loading with HITCAN)
i
Step 2: Cormtitzmnt Material Property Generation
(Computations for generating material properties at the
constituent level using Chamis-Hopkins models in METCAN,
before applying the load)
Step 3: Laminate Material Property Generation
(Computations for generating material properties at the
laminate level using micro- and macro-mechanics in METCAN)
No
Step 4: Global Structural Response
(Computations for finite element structural response
at the laminate level in MHOST)
Step 5: Constituent Structural Response
(Computations for structural response at ply
and constituent levels using macro- and
micro.mechanics in METCAN)
Step 6: Updating of Constituent Material Properties
(Computations for updating material properties at
the constituent level using Chamis-Hopkins models
in METCAN, after the load has been applied)
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B: Matrix and Interphase
C: Matrix, Fiber and Interphase
FIBER
Figure 2 - Schematics for Regions of Constituent Material Nonuniformity
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CHAPTER 2
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF HITCAN
HITCAN presents a synergistic combination of NASA-developed codes: COBSTRAN (Ref. 4),
METCAN (Ref. 5), and MHOST (Ref. 6). COBSTRAN provided the finite element mesh
generation capability which was enhanced to include new features such as modeling of curved
surfaces. METCAN serves 3 important functions: (1) it computes material properties at ply
and laminate levels from the user-input properties of composites at the constituent (fiber, matrix,
and interphase) level using a nonlinear multi-factor interaction model; (2) it computes stress
response at the ply and constituent levels from the MHOST-calculated stress response at the
laminate level; (3) it updates the material properties at all levels of the composite structure based
on user-selected input/output parameters such as time, temperature loading, and output stresses
at each step of the loading increment. MHOST is used to perform the finite element analysis
at laminate level.
Figure 1 summarizes the integrated METCAN/MHOST approach. The different regions of
constituent materials are shown in Figure 2. The flow chart for the computational procedure
used in HITCAN is depicted in Figure 3.
HITCAN can be executed with the minimum information for the characterization of arbitrarily
oriented, multilayered composites. The user needs to input the material properties at the most
basic level of the composite i.e., the constituents. The code does the rest. To make it even
more friendly to use, HITCAN includes a material property database for typical aerospace fiber
and matrix materials. The user needs to specify only a code name of the material (rather than
having to input all the properties) in the HITCAN input. HITCAN automatically searches,
selects, and updates the appropriate properties from its database. The database includes
graphite, boron, silicon carbide, and tungsten fibers, and aluminum, titanium, copper,
magnesium, and beryllium matrix materials.
HITCAN is continually enhanced as more research bears fruit. It has, however, already been
developed and tested for many features qualifying it as a useful design tool for a variety of
structures for which HITCAN has been/is being demonstrated.
HITCAN is modular, open-ended, and user-friendly. It includes special features such as fiber
degradation effect and fabrication-induced stresses. Because of the multi-level analysis
approach, HITCAN offers the utility for studying the influence of individual constituent in-situ
behavior of global structural response. These features make HITCAN a powerful, cost-effective
tool for analyzing/designing metal matrix composite structures and components.
d"
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CHAPTER 3




A list of features demonstrated in all 13 sample problems























































5 Static Uniform Internal Bottom DEMO51
Healing Pressure Supportexl
6 Buckling Curved ExternalPanel .... Pressure Fixed-Free .... DEMO61
Built-up DistribtaeA Su_oPr_d ..... DEMO71
7 Buckling Struetm'e .... Load Free
8 Buckling Curved External Fixed-Free Fiber DEMO81
Panel .... Pressure Degradation
Built-up Distributed Simply Fiber DEMO91
9 Buckling Structure Load Supported- Degradation
Free
Load Curved Uniform External
10 Stepping Panel Heating Pressure Fixeat-Free .... DEMO101& Modal
Load Built-up Uniform Internal Bottom DEMO 111
11 _odal Structure Healing Pressure Supported ....
Fabrication-
Load Curved Uniform External Fixed-Free Induced DEMO121
12 Stepping Panel Healing Pressure Stresses
13 DEMO131
Chapter 3 March, 1992
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Table II. - Constituent Material Properties At Unstressed






G r 23. 8 Mpsi
a r 1.Spprn
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D f 5.6miLs
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CHAPTER 4
DEMONSTRATION PROBLEM NO. 1
PROBLEM TYPE:
Smile analysis of a solid beam type structure using plate element subjected to thermo-mechanical
loading.
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
A cantilever beam of 2" length and 0.5 x 0.125 " cross-section is subjected to a concentrated
load of 100 lb at the center of free end and a uniform temperature increase from 70 to 1000 F.
The beam is made of Sic/Ti-15-3-3-3 composite material (Silicon Carbide fiber, Titanium matrix
with 15% Vanadium, 3% Aluminum, 3% Chromium, and 3% Tin, and interphase with average
properties of fiber and matrix). The composite laminate consists of 4 (0/45/-45/90) plies of
equal thickness with 0.4 fiber volume ratio. The ply lay-up is such that the 0 degree ply is at
the top and the 90 degree at the bottom of the beam. The material properties at the reference
temperature of 70 F are listed in Table II. The geometry, boundary conditions, loading, and
ply lay-up are shown in the figure on next page.
MODELING HINTS:
The finite clement mesh consists of 12 elements in x-direcilon and 4 in y-direcilon (IU = 13 and
JU = 5 on card group # 3). The material property data file, "DATAS BANK" is included in
Appendix 1.
J
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PROBLEM # 1
CANTILEVER BEAM UNDER BENDING & UNIFORM TEMP. LOADINGS
FOR (Si C/Ti-15-3-3-3, 0/_+45190); 0.4 FIBER VOLUME RATIO
GEOMETRY. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS, AND LOADING
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CANTILEVER BEAM UNDER BENDING & UNIFORM TEMP. LOADINGS
FOR (Si crri-15-3-3-3, 0/+45/90); 0.4 FIBER VOLUME RATIO






15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65
14 19 24 29 34 39 44 !49 54 59 64
13 18 23 28 33 38 43 48 53 58 63
2 7 12 17 22 27 32 37 42 47 52 57 62
1 6 11 16 21 26 31 36 41 46 51 56 61
FINITE ELEMENT MESH SHOWING ELEMENT NUMBERS
Y
X
4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48
3 7 11 15 19 23 27 31 35 39 43 47
2 6 10 14 18 22 26 30 34 38 42 46
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INPUT DECK SETUP FOR PROBLEM # 1
FILE: BNNUSCF DEMO AI VM/SP CONVERSATIONAL MONITOR SYSTEH
TITLE=PROBLEM # 1, STATIC ANALYSIS FOR BEAM, 12xQ MESH
TITLE=ONE END FIXED,CONC. LOAD(1Q LB)AT CENTER TOP OF 2rid END,
TITLE=UNIFORM TEMP. OF 1000 F (REFERENCE TEMP. = 70 F),
TITLE=L=Z n. W=O.5", T=0.125", q(O/_5/-45/90)PLIES, FVR=._,






































100.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 100.0
0.031Z5 0.0 0._0 0.0
100.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 100.0
0.03125 0.0 0.40 45.0
100.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 100.0
0.03125 0.0 0.40 -45.0
100.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 100.0
0.03125 0.0 0._0 90.0
Chapter 4 March, 1992
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INPUT DECK SETUP FOR PROBLEM # 1 (CONTINUED)










1 5 l l
1 5 1 2
1 5 i 3
I 5 1
1 5 1 5
1 5 1 6
1 65
1 65
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s_a_te ouTrur vo_ P_LE.. x
(NOTE: PLY t 1 IS AT 90 DEG. AT BOTTDN & PLY g 6 ZS AT 0 DEG. AT TOP)
FTLE: BNNUSCF OUT A1 V11/SP CONVERSATZONAL HONZTOR SYSTEH
TOTAL DZSPLACEHENTS FOR SELECTED NODES
PAGE 00o01
NODE NO. X Y Z THETA-X THETA- Y TI_'TA-Z
(in.) (in.) (in.) (tad.) (r_d.) (r_d.)
63 0.617E-02 -O .291E-O_ -0.628E-02 0.2q2E-02 0.332E- 02 -0 .._&E-OS
PLY STRESSES (in psL unL*s) IN THE tiATERZAL COORDZNATE SYSTE11 FOR NODE
PLY NO. SZGL-11 SZGL-22 SZGL-33 SZGL-12 SZGL-23 SZGL-31
1 -0.973E+05 -0.103E+OS O.O00E+O0 -0.230E+03 0.789E+01 O._ZIEt03
2 -O._38E+eS -0.361E÷05 O.O00E+O0 0.29SE÷OS o0.7S7E+03 -o.S18E_03
3 -0.415E+OS -0.342E+OS O.OOOE+O0 -O.30C_E+OS -0.$18E÷03 0.7S7E+03
0.17_E+0S -0.630E+05 O.OOOE+O0 -0.36SE+03 -0._21E+03 0.789E÷02
NODE n 3
MZCROSTRESSES (*n psL un*ts) IN PLY NO. _ AT TZPIE O.O000000
NO. STRESS FI_ER STRESS ltATRZX STRESS ZNTERFACE STRESS PLY
1 NOFS 0.7000E+01 N(_S 0.1900E+02 NODS O.Z300E+OZ
2 SIGFll 0.7S30E+OS SZGIIllA -O.ZZ2SE+OS SZ_DllB 0.2291E+05
3 SZGF22 -0.619SE+05 SZG/12ZA -0.6465E+05 SZGD2215 -0.912.5E+05
SIGF12 -0.2291E÷04 SIGI12ZB -0.91ZSE+OS SIGD22C -0.619SE*OS
S SZGF23 0.S011E+03 SZGM22C -0.619SE+05 SZGDZ2B -0.1171E÷0_
b SZGFZ3 -0.2643E+04 SZGIt1ZA -0.220_E+03 SZGD12C -0.1370E÷04
7 SZGF33 0.13S7E÷0S SZGM12B -0.383SE¢03 SZGDgSB 0.2.S62E+03
8 SZGI112C -O.Ce_SSE+03 SZG023C 0.2996E+03
9 SZGI123A 0.6410E÷02 $ZGOZSB -0.13SIE÷0_
10 SZGIt23B 0.8387E+02 SZG913C -0.1S80E+04
11 SZGN2SC 0.9809E+02 SZG_33B -0.2630E+0S
12 SZGnISA -O.z.r_2E+03 SZG1B33C 0.1357E+05














TZllE REQUZRED TO CARRY OUT THE ANALYSZS 0.079 SEC.
TZHE REQUZRED TO : READ IN DATA 0.013 SEC.
DO PREPROCESSZNG 0.073 SEC.
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DEMONSTRATION PROBLEM NO. 2
PROBLEM TYPE:
Static analysis of a solid plate type structure using plate element subjected to thermo-mechanical
loading.
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
A 6" long, 4" wide, and 0.125" thick plate with all 4 edges simply supported is subjected to a
concentrated load of 200 lb at the top center and a uniform temperature increase from 70 to 1000
F. The plate is made of Sic/Ti-15-3-3-3 composite material (Silicon Carbide fiber, Titanium
matrix with 15% Vanadium, 3% Aluminum, 3% Chromium, and 3% Tin, and interphase with
average properties of fiber and matrix). The composite laminate consists of 4 (0/45/-45/90) plies
of equal thickness with 0.4 fiber volume ratio. The ply lay-up is such that the 0 degree ply is
at the top and the 90 degree at the bottom of the plate. The material properties at the reference
temperature of 70 F are listed in Table II. The geometry, boundary conditions, loading, and
ply lay-up are shown in the figure on next page.
MODELING HINTS:
The finite element mesh consists of 6 elements in x-direction and 4 in y-direction (IO = 7 and
JU = 5 on card group # 3). The material property data file, "DATAS BANK" is included in
Appendix 1.
Chapter 4 March, 1992
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PROBLEM # 2
SIMPLY SUPPORTED PLATE UNDER BENDING & UNIFORM TEMP. LOADINGS
FOR (Si C/Ti-15-3-3-3, 0/_+45190); 0.4 FIBER VOLUME RATIO












(REF. TEMP. = 70 F)
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SIMPLY SUPPORTED PLATE UNDER BENDING & UNIFORM TEMP. LOADINGS
FOR (Si C/Ti-15-3-3-3, 0/+_45/90); 0.4 FIBER VOLUME RATIO
FINITE ELEMENT MESH SHOWING NODE NUMBERS
Y
X
5 0 5 20
4. 9 4 19
3 8 13 18
2 7 12 17










4 8 12 16 20 24
3 7 11 15 19 23
2 6 10 14 18 22
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INPUT DECK SETUP FOR PROBLEM # 2
FILE: PNNUSCF DEMO AI VM/SP CONVERSATIONAL MONITOR SYSTEM
TITLE=PROBLEM # 2, STATIC ANALYSIS FOR PLATE,
TITLE=S.S. AT ALL EDGES, CONC. LOAD(Z00 LB) AT CENTER POINT,
TITLE=UNIFORM TEMP. OF 1000 F (REFERENCE TEMP. = 70 F),
TITLE=L=6 ", W=4", T=0.125", _(OI_5/-_5/90)PLIES, FVR:._, 6X4 MESH,



















I I 5 10
0.0 0.0 0.0625 -0.0625
0.0 _.0 0.0625 -0.0625
0
6.00 0.0 0.0625 -0.0625
6.00 _.0 0.0625 -0.0625
0.0 100.0 0.0
SICA TI15 0.03125 0.0
0.0 100.0 0.0
SICA TII5 0.03125 0.0
0.0 100.0 0.0
SICA TI15 0.03125 0.0
0.0 100.0 0.0
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1 5 1 3
1 5 1
31 35 1 3
31 35 1
1 31 5 3
1 31 S 5
5 35 5 3
5 35 5 5
1 35 1 6
18 18 0 1
18 18 0 2
1 35
1 35
7 7 18 18
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SAHPLE OUTPUT FOR PROBLEM | 2
(NOTE: PLY ]1 I IS AT 90 DEG. AT BOTTOM II PLY U 4 _ AT 0 DEG. AT TOPI
FILE : PN_qJSCF OUT A1 VI1/SP CONVEIISATZONAL IIOI/ZTOR SYSTEII PAGE 00001
TOTAL DISPLACFJIENTS FOR SELECTED NODES
NODE NO. X Y Z THETA-X
(in.] (in.J [in.) (rid.)
18 -0.725E-38 0.128E-38 -0.978E-02 0.105E-14
PLY STRESSES (in psi. units) IN THE MATERIAL COORD][]_TE SYSTEM FOR NODE
- O. 12._E-30
PLY NO. SIGL*SZ SIGL-22 $1_L-33 SZGL*12 SZGL-23 SZGL-31
1 0.142E*05 0.312E+04 O.iOOE*O0 -0.159E+03 -0.4S21E-10 0.142E-10
2 0.634E_04 -0.112E÷04 O.|lOE_O0 0.273E*03 0.470E-10 -0.900E-10
0.6S4E402 -0.623E+04 o.eeoE,eO -0.922E+03 -0.900E-10 -0.470E-10
6 -0.435E404 -O.2ZSE_OS O.O00E*O0 0.192E*03 *0.142E-10 -0.4S2E-10
NODE m 7
HZCROSTRESSES (in psi. units) IN PLY NO. 1 AT T][]IE 0.8080880
NO. STRESS FIBER STRESS HATRIX STRESS INTERFACE STRESS PLY
1 NOFS 0.7000E+01 NOMS 0.1901E+02 NODS 0.1300E+02
2 SZGFZZ 0.4841E+05 SZGMZZA -0.8SDZE+04 SZGDZIB 0.5591E+04
3 SIGF22 0.1926E+05 SZGN22A -0.2459t_÷0S SIGD22.B -0.2184E÷0S
4 SZGFZ2 -0.9997E*03 SIGII22B -O.2184E÷OS SIGD22C 0.1926E÷05
5 SZGF23 0.9019E-10 SZGM22C 0.1926E*05 SIGD12JB -0.5111E_03
6 SZGFZ3 -0.2841E-09 SZGItlZA -0.961_E+02 SIGD12C -0.$977E+03
7 SZGF33 O.ZSS2E+OS SIG_I12B -0.1673E+03 SZGD23B 0.4611E-lO
8 $1G_112C -O.195TE+03 SIGD23C 0.5392E-10
9 SZGI123A 0.8675E-11 SIGD13B -0.1453E-09
10 $1;!123B 0.1510E-10 SZGD13C -0.1699E-09
11 SIGI123C 0.1766E-10 SZ_D33B -0.2S06E+0S
12 SZI;N13A -O.2733E-ZO SZGD33C O.ZSSZE+OS














TIME REQUIRED TO CARRY OUT THE ANALYSIS 0.8_ SEC.
TIHE REQUIRED TO : READ ZN DATA 0.014 SEC.
DO PREPROCESSZNG O.04X SEC.
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DEMONSTRATION PROBLEM NO. 3
PROBLEM TYPE:
Static analysis of a solid ring type structure using plate element subjected to thermo-mechanical
loading.
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
A cantilever quarter (90 degree segment) ring of 1" radius and 0.125 x 0.125" cross-section is
subjected to a concentrated load of 10 lb at the center of free end and a uniform temperature
increase from 70 to 1000 F. The ring is made of Sic/Ti-15-3-3-3 composite material (Silicon
Carbide fiber, Titanium matrix with 15% Vanadium, 3% Aluminum, 3% Chromium, and 3%
Tin, and interphase with average properties of fiber and matrix). The composite laminate
consists of 4 (0/45/-45/90) plies of equal thickness with 0.4 fiber volume ratio. The ply lay-up
is such that the 0 degree ply is at the top and the 90 degree at the bottom of the ring. The
material properties at the reference temperature of 70 F are listed in Table II. The geometry,
boundary conditions, loading, and ply lay-up are shown in the figure on next page.
MODELING HINTS:
The finite element mesh consists of 4 elements in the x-direction and 9 along the curved edge
(IU = 5 and JU = 10 on card group # 3). The material property data file, "DATAS BANK"
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PROBLEM # 3
CANTILEVER RING UNDER BENDING AND UNIFORM TEMPERATURE LOADINGS
FOR (Si C/Ti-15-3-3-3, 0/_45/90); 0.4 FIBER VOLUME RATIO





• . --.,i,J 0.1
O. 125"--'l-_ '
(RE/:. TEMP. = 70 F)
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CANTILEVER RING UNDER BENDING & UNIFORM TEMP. LOADINGS
FOR (Si C/Ti-15-3-3-3, 0/+_45/90); 0.4 FIBER VOLUME RATIO
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CANTILEVER RING UNDER BENDING & UNIFORM TEMP. LOADINGS
FOR (Si C/1"i-15-3-3-3, 0/±45/90); 0.4 FIBER VOLUME RATIO
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INPUT DECK SETUP FOR PROBLEM # 3
FILE: RNNUSCF DEMO AI VM/SP CONVERSATIONAL MONIT0 SYSTEM
TITLE=PROBLEM • 3, STATIC ANALYSIS FOR QUARTER RING,
TITLE=FIXED AT ONE END,CONC. LOAD(IO LB) AT CENTER TOP OF OTHER END,
TITLE=UNIFORM TEMP. OF 1000 F (REFERENCE TEMP. = 70 F),
TITLE=R=1 _, W=O.ZZ5 n, T=0.125 w, 4(O/_5/-45/90]PLIES, FVR=.4, qX9 MESH
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(NOTE: PLY m 1 TS
FZLE: RNNUSCF OUT
I 41 I0 !
i 41 I0 2
1 41 I0
I &l I0 4
l _l lO 5
1 _i IO 6
1 50
1 50
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AT 90 DEG. AT BOTTOII & PLY • _ '1"I; AT 0 DEG. AT TOP)
A1 VR/SP CONVERSATZONAL HONZTOR
DZSPLACE_ENTS FOR SELECTED NODES
PAGE 00001
NODE NO. X Y Z THETA-X





30 0.633E-03 -0. IS3E-01 *0.24_6E-01 -0.24SE-01




PLY HO. SZ;1.-11 SZGL-22 SZGL-33 SZGL-12 SZGL-23 SZGL-31
1 -0.150E÷0S 0.16_tE+00 0.000E*00 0.348E*e3 0.73&E+02 -O.200E÷03
2 0.213E*0S 0.732E+04 0.000E_00 0.710E*04 0.299E*03 o.4221[_03
3 0.267E.0S 0.1_9E.0S 0.000E_00 0.666E.05 0.422E_13 -0.199E+03
6 0.221E+0S 0.279E,00 0.000E000 -O.l_lE*lW, 0.20SE,03 0.73&E÷02
NODE N 2
NZCROSTRESSES (in psL unL*s) IN PLY NO. 6 AT TZI_IE 0.0000000
NO. STRESS FllER STRESS HATRZX STRESS ]SqTERFACE STRESS PLY
1 HOFS 0.7000E÷01 _ 0.1900E+02 NODS 0.1300E_02
2 SZGFZ1 0.SS40E÷00 SZGIqllA -0.3652Ee03 SZGDZ]JS 0.9564E+04
3 SZGFZ2 0.4980Ee0S SZGIt22A -0.9568E_eCe SZGO223 0.422_E+04
6 SZGFZ2 -0.8839E÷04 S_ 0._22_E_04 SZGD22C 0._980E_0S
5 $ZGF23 0.6677E+03 SZGI_.2C 0.4980E+0S SZGDZ2B -0.4S19E+06
6 SIGFZ3 0.1288E+04 SZGItlZA -0.8502E+03 SIGD12C -0.$280E+04
7 SIGF33 0.1628E÷05 SIGHIZB -0.1_80E÷0C* SIGD23B 0.2391E+03
8 $IGi,112C -0.1730E÷eC, SZGD23C 0.2796E+03
9 SZG_I23A O._qSE+02 SZGD13B 0.6587E+03
10 SZGIt23B 0.7828E_02 SZGD13C 0.7704E+03
11 SZG_23C 0.9100E÷02 SZGD333 -0.2461E+00
12 SZGIt13A O.1237E÷03 SIGD33C O.16ZOE+OS














TIHE REQUIRED TO CARRY OUT THE AHALYSZS 0.|61 SEC.
TZHE REQU][RE1:) TO : READ 0.828 SEC.
DO PREPROC[SSZ)IG O.|SS SEC.
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DEMONSTRATION PROBLEM NO. 4
PROBLEM TYPE:
Static analysis of a solid curved panel type structure using plate element subjected to thermo-
mechanical loading.
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
A curved panel (20 degree segment) of 6" radius, 2" width, and 0.125" thickness with both
straight edges clamped and both curved edges free, is subjected to an external pressure load of
2000 psi at the top surface and a uniform temperature increase from 70 to 1000 F. The curved
panel is made of Sic/Ti-15-3-3-3 composite material (Silicon Carbide fiber, Titanium matrix with
15% Vanadium, 3% Aluminum, 3% Chromium, and 3% Tin, and interphase with average
properties of fiber and matrix). The composite laminate consists of 4 (0/45/-45/90) plies of
equal thickness with 0.4 fiber volume ratio. The ply lay-up is such that the 0 degree ply is at
the top and the 90 degree at the bottom of the curved panel. The material properties at the
reference temperature of 70 F are listed in Table II. The geometry, boundary conditions,
loading, and ply lay-up are shown in the figure on next page.
MODELING HINTS:
The finite element mesh consists of 8 elements in the x-direction and 8 along the curved edge
(IU = 9 and JU = 9 on card group # 3). The material property data file, "DATAS BANK"
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PROBLEM # 4
FIXED-FREE CURVED PANEL UNDER BENDING & UNIFORM TEMP. LOADINGS
FOR (Si C/Ti-15-3-3-3, 01_+45190); 0.4 FIBER VOLUME RATIO
GEOMETRY. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS, AND LOADING
X
1000 F
_,_ _-6'L'_-. "_,_"_ 2"y 20 deg.
(REF. TEMP. = 70 F)
Chapter 4
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FIXED-FREE CURVED PANEL UNDER BENDING & UNIFORM TEMP. LOADINGS
FOR {Si C/'1"i-15-3-3-3, 0/_45/90); 0.4 FIBER VOLUME RATIO




7 8 27 36 45
918
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INPUT DECK SETUP FOR PROBLEM #
FILE: SNNUSCF DEMO A1 VM/SP CONVERSATIONAL MONITOR SYSTEM
TITLE=PROBLEM # 4, STATIC ANALYSIS FOR CURVED PANEL (20 deg. SHELL ROOF),
TITLE=FIXED STRAIGHT EDGES, FREE CURVED EDGES, EXTERNAL PRESSURE (2000
TITLE=PSI), UNIFORM TEMP. OF 1000 F (REFERENCE TEMP. = 70 F),
TITLE=R=6", W=2", T=0.1ZS", 4(O/45/-45/90)PLIES, FVR=.4, 8X8 MESH
























0. -1.0420 5.9100 0.1250
0. -0.5230 5.9775 0.1250
0. 0. 6.0000 0.1250
O. 0.5230 5.9775 0.1250
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1 73 9 2
1 73 9 3
I 73 9 4
1 73 9 5
1 73 9 6
9 81 9 2
9 81 9 3
9 81 9 4
9 81 9 5
9 81 9 6
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$AIIPLE OUTPUT FOR PROBLEM • 4
(NOTE: PLY • 1 Z$ AT 90 DEG. AT BO1"TOtt li PLY 0 4 Z$ AT 0 DEG. AT TOP]
FZLE: SI_,/SCF OUT A Pl"t/SP CONVERSATZONAL ,'IONZTOR SYSTEPI PAGE 00001
TOTAL DZSPLAC£1'JF.NTS FOR SELECTED NODES
NODE NO. X Y Z THETA-X
(in.) (ih.) (2n.) (rid.)
THETA-Y
(tad.)
5 -0.412E-02 -0.42qE-05 -0.31SE-02 0.118E-03
PLY STllESSE$ (2n psi units) ZN THE HATERZAL COORDZNATE SYSTEN FOR NODE
0.217E-02
S
- 0.629E - O4
PLY NO. SZGL-11 SZGL-?.2 $ZGL-33 $ZGL-12 $ZGL-23 SZGL-31
1 -0.825EeOS 0._07E+04 O.OOeE+O0 -0.111E+03 -0.123.E+Q3 -O.t_2E+02
2 -0.386E÷0S -0.32QE+eS O.eOOE+O0 0.327E÷05 0.2SOE÷03 -0.116E÷03
S -O._74E+aS -0.596E÷05 O.O00E+OO -0.3SOE+OS -0.116E÷03 -O.ZSOE÷03
4 0.835E÷04 -0.820E÷0S O.O00E+O0 O.S&IE÷03 0.642E+0Z -0.121E+03
NODE u S
NZCROSTRESSE$ (Ln psz unLts) ZN PLY NO. ; AT _ O.eeooooo
NO. STRESS FZBER STRESS NATRZX STRESS ZNTERFACE STRESS PLY
1 NOFS 0.7000E+01 _ 0.1900E÷02 NODS O.1300E÷OZ
2 SIGFll 0.6395E+05 SZI_IllA -0.2872E+0S $ZG_DI1B 0.16C,6E÷0S
3 SZGF22 -0.65_2E+05 SZGN22A -0.7617E+05 SZGO22B -0.1113E+O6
$1GF12 O.3522E+0_ SZGI1223 -0.1113E÷06 $1%'D22C -0.8S42E+0S
S SZGF23 -0.7683E+03 $1GI122C -0.8542E+0S SZG1D12B 0.1801E+0_
6 SZGF13 0.2775E+03 SZGIIIZA 0.3388E+03 SZGD12C 0.2106E,0_
7 $1GF33 0.1286E÷05 $1(;11123 0.$896E+03 SZGO23B -0.3928E403
8 SZGII12C 0.689SE÷03 SZGD23C -O.qS93E+03
9 SZGN23A -0.7390E*02 $ZGO13B 0.1419E+03
10 SZGH233 -0.1286E÷03 SZG_)13C 0.16S9E÷03
11 $ZGN23C -0.1S04E÷03 SZGO33B -0.2674E+05
12 SZG1113A 0.2669E÷02 SZGO33C 0.1286E*05














TZNE REQUZRED TO CARRY OUT THE ANALYSZS 0.098 SEC.
TZHE REQUZRED TO : READ ZN DATA 0.016 SEC.
DO PREPRO(_SSZNG 0.091 SEC.
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DEMONSTRATION PROBLEM NO. 5
PROBLEM TYPE:
Static analysis of a hollow sandwich type built-up structure using plate element subjected to
thermo-mechanical loading.
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
A hollow built-up structure of 0.5" length, 0.2" width, 0.075" total thickness, 0.02" thickness
of top plate, 0.01" thickness of bottom plate, and 3 spars in the x-z plane equally spaced in the
y-direction with 0.02" thickness the z-direction, with bottom surface fixed in vertical direction,
is subjected to an internal pressure load of 2000 psi and a uniform temperature increase from
70 to 1000 F. The built-up structure is made of Sic/Ti-15-3-3-3 composite material (Silicon
Carbide fiber, Titanium matrix with 15% Vanadium, 3 % Aluminum, 3% Chromium, and 3%
Tin, and interphase with average properties of fiber and matrix). The composite laminate
consists of 4 (90/0/0/90) plies of equal thickness for the top plate, 2 (90/90) plies of equal
thickness for the bottom plate, and 4 (0/0/0/0) plies of equal thickness for the spars, all with 0.4
fiber volume ratio. The ply lay-up is symmetric for all parts of the structure. The material
properties at the reference temperature of 70 F are listed in Table II. The geometry, boundary
conditions, loading, and ply lay-up are shown in the figure on next page.
MODELING HINTS:
The finite dement mesh consists of 4 elements in the x-direction and 8 in the y-direction for
both the top and bottom plates and 4 elements in the x-direction and 1 element in the z-direction





PREQEIDtNG P,_AE BLP,,NK NOT RLMED
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PROBLEM # 5
BOTTOM SUPPORTED BUILT-UP STRUCTURE UNDER BENDING & UNIFORM TEMP. LOADINGS
FOR (Si C/Ti-15-3-3-3, TOP:[90,O] s' BoTroM:[90] s" SPARS:4[O] s ); 0.4 FIBER VOLUME RATIO
GEOMETRY. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS, AND LOADING
Z
X
TEMP. = 1000 F
INTERNALPRESSURE
_ £_ _ _ _ _ BOTTOM SURFACE FIXED
0.01_).02-0.02,0.02,, IN VERTICAL DIRECTION
a..--- 0,2,,-,_
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Bo'rroM SUPPORTED BUILT-UP STRUCTURE UNDER BENDING & UNIFORM TEMP.
FOR (Si C/Ti-15-3-3-3, 0/__.45/90); 0.4 FIBER VOLUME RATIO
PLY LAY-UP IN Z-DIRECTION
LOADING$








BOTTOM PLATE OF THE PANEL
= x /->'//////.,..'CI
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BOTTOM SUPPORTED BUILT-UP STRUCTURE UNDER BENDING & UNIFORM TEMP. LOADING$
FOR (Si C/Ti-15-3-3-3, 0/_-+45190); 0.4 FIBER VOLUME RATIO
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BoTroM SUPPORTED BUILT-UP STRUCTURE UNDER BENDING & UNIFORM TEMP. LOADINGt__
BOTTOM:J90] SPARS:4[0] ); 0.4 FIBER VOLUME RATIO
FOR (Si C/Ti-15-3-3-3, TOP:[90,O] s" s' s
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BOTTOM SUPPORTED BUILT-UP STRUCTURE UNDER BENDING & UNIFORM TEMP. LOADINGS
FOR (Si C/Ti-15-3-3-3, TOP:[90,0] s" BOTTOM:[90] s' SPARS:4[0] s ); 0.4 FIBER VOLUME RATIO
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INPUT l)ECK SETUP FOR PROBLEM I 5
FILE: UNNUSCF DEHO A VM/SP CONVERSATIONAL HONXTOR SYSTEH
TITLE=PROBLEH W 5, STATIC ANALYSIS FOR BUILT-UP STRUCTURE (PANEL),
TITLE=BOTTOM FIXED IN Z-DIRECTION, INTERNAL PRESSURE (ZOO0 PSI),
TITLE=UNIFORH TEHP. OF 1000 F (REFERENCE TEMP. = 70 F),
TITLE=L=.5 w, M=.2 w, H=.075 w, 3 SPARS-.OZW-q(O), TOP-.OZn-(90/O/O/90),









































.02 0.000 .02 0.000 .02
.02 0.000 .02 0.000 .02
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INPUT DECK SETUP FOR PROBLEM | 5 (CONTINUED)
































37 c,6 9 I
45 5cD 9 1
41 50 9 2
10 18 1 3
28 56 1 :3
_6 5c_ 1 3
64 72 1 3
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SAJIg'LE OUTPUT FOR PROBLEH | ,S
(NOTE: PLY g 1 ZS AT 90 DEG. AT BOTTOIq 8 PLY • 4 ZS AT 90 DEG. AT TOP)
FZLE: _ OUT AI
TOTAL DZSPLACE1qEN_ FOR SELECTED NODF.S
NODE NO. X Y
(in.) (in.)
12 -0.7_E-03 -8.1_t7E-03
VM_SP CONVEflSATZONAL HOIGTO PAGE 00001
Z THETA*X THETA-Y 11L:TA-Z
(:in.) (rid.) (tad.) (rut.]
0.3&SE-30 -O.(QSE-06 O.k67'E-O_ 0.123E-e_
PLY STRESSES (_in ps* units) ZN THE HATERZAL CO08DX]_TE SYSTEM FO_ NODE 3
PLY NO. SZGL-11 SZGL-Z2 SZI;L-33 SZGL-Z2 SZGL-?.3 SZQi.-SZ
1 -e.496E_0_ -e.SZOE_O_ O.OOOE_Oe 0.$96E+02 0.28SE.03 -e.ZOTEt02
2 0.227E*0_ -o._swE+e_ e.oooE_ee O.61ZE+01 0._3E+82 0.6]LZE+e3
3 0.267E*04 -o.$9_E÷es e.eeoE_ee e.sxgs,e2 0._3E*02 0.612E,03
O.L_E÷e5 -e.ZO3E_O_ O.OOOE_Oe -O.976E_OZ O.26SE+03 -O.207E+02
NON e 3
NIT31OSTIIF.SSF_ (in psL units) ZNPLY NO. 4 AT _ O.O00OOOO
NO. STRESS F'J]BER STRESS RATE]IX STRESS ZNTERFACE SlltESS PLY
1 NOFS O.70OOE_01 NOHS 0.1900E_02 N085 O.XSOOE÷O2 NOLS O.TOOOE,
2 SZGFX1 e.S3OgE_OS SZGIIlIA -O.9806E_O_ SZl;_L_ O.AS36E÷04 SZGLX1 O.IS3SE+O_ r
3 SZGFZ2 0.1189E_0S SZGM22A -8.2SlTE_OS _TGD2_ -O.Z81OE_OS SZGL22 -0.2837.E_04
4 SZGFX2 -0.61_E_83 $ZGII22B -e.zOI3E+OS SZGO2ZC 0.1189E÷0S SZSL33 e.eeeeE_ee
SZGF23 0.1313E+03 $Zi;If22C O.118g/E_lS SZGDI;B -0.3136E_03 SZGL1Z -O.976ZE_OZ
6 SZGFX3 -0.17_roE+(_ SZGIIIZA -e.SgOOE*O2 SXG012C -0.3_7E_83 SZGL23 -O.2JWSE÷03
7 SZGF33 0.1299E+85 SZGI_L2D -0.1eZTE*O3 SZ_ 0.6TL3E_OZ SZGLg3 O.ZI67E÷02
a sxsnlzc -0.1201E.03 SZga23C 0.78SIE÷02
9 SZGt123_ O.12_3E*02 SZ_WI3B -0.9169E+03
lO SZGI_.T_ O.2:L_NJEeO2 SZG013C -O.ZO72E÷l_
11 SZGt123C 0.2S71E+02 SZGD333 -0.2716E_05
12 SZGI_SA -0.17ZS£*13 SZG_33C 0.1Zg_E_OS







TmE REQUZ_E9 TO caJu_ OUT THE _ALYSZS e.x2.q SEC.
TItlE REIWJZRED TO : READ ZN DATA 0.019 SEC.
DO PRI@I_C_S_T]NG 8.100 SEC.
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DEMONSTRATION PROBLEM NO. 6
PROBLEM TYPE:
Buckling analysis of a solid curved panel type structure using plate element subjected to
mechanical loading.
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
A curved panel (20 degree segment) of 6" radius, 2" width, and 0.125" thickness with both
straight edges clamped and both curved edges free, is subjected to an external pressure load of
20 psi at the top surface. The curved panel is made of Sic/Ti-15-3-3-3 composite material
(Silicon Carbide fiber, Titanium matrix with 15% Vanadium, 3% Aluminum, 3% Chromium,
and 3% Tin, and interphase with average properties of fiber and matrix). The composite
laminate consists of 4 (0/45/-45/90) plies of equal thickness with 0.4 fiber volume ratio. The
ply lay-up is such that the 0 degree ply is at the top and the 90 degree at the bottom of the
curved panel. The ply lay-up is same as that used for problem # 4 shown on page 26. The
material properties at the reference temperature of 70 F are listed in Table II. The exponents
for material property variations according to the nonlinear multi-factor interaction model (Ref.
1) are listed in Table HI. The geometry, boundary conditions, loading, and ply lay-up are
shown in the figure on next page.
MODELING HINTS:
The finite element mesh consists of 8 elements in the x-direction and 8 along the curved edge
(IU = 9 and JU = 9 on card group # 3). The mesh is same as that used for problem # 4 shown
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PROBLEM # 6
BUCKLING OF FIXED-FREE CURVED PANEL UNDER EXTERNAL PRESSURE LOADING
FOR (Si C/Ti-15-3-3-3, 0/±45/90); 0.4 FIBER VOLUME RATIO
x
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INPUT DECK SETUP FOR PROBLEM | 6
FILE: SNNUBMF DEMO A1 VH/SP CONVERSATIONAL MONITOR
TITLE=PROBLEM | 6, BUCKLING ANALYSIS FOR CURVED PANEL (20 deg. SHELL
TZTLE=ROOF- MECH. LOAD ONLY), FIXED STRAIGHT EDGES, FREE CURVED EDGES
TITLE=EXTERNAL PRESSURE (20 PSI), NO THERMAL LOAD,
TITLE=R=6 n, W=2", T=0.125", 4(O/45/-45/90)PLZES, FVR=.4, 8X8 MESH
























O. -1.0420 5.9100 0.1250
O. -0.5230 5.9775 0.1250
O. O. 6.0000 0.1250
O. 0.5Z30 5.9775 0.1250
O. 1.04Z0 5.9100 0.1250
2. -1.0_20 5.9100 0.1250
Z. -0.5230 5.9775 0.1250
2. O. 6.0000 0.1250
2. 0.5230 5.9775 0.1250
2. 1.04Z0 5.9100 0.1250
0.0 100.0 0.0 100.0
SICA TI15 0.03125 0.0 0.40
0.0 100.0 0.0 100.0
SZCA TI15 0.03125 0.0 0.40
0.0 100.0 0.0 100.0
SICA TI15 0.03125 0.0 0.40
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1 73 9 2
1 73 9 3
1 73 9
1 73 9 5
1 73 9 6
9 81 9 Z
9 81 9 3
9 81 9
9 81 9 5
9 81 9 6
37 45 8 1
1 81
1 81
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sm'tE otrrrtrr FORrmnLt_ • 6




70.000 70.000 20.000 O.OOO
70.000 70.000 20.000 0.000
70.000 70.000 20.000 0.000
70.000 70.000 20.000 0.000
70.000 70.000 20.000 0.000
70.000 70.000 20.000 0.000
70.000 70.000 20.000 0.000
70.000 70.000 20.000 0.000
70.000 70.000 20.000 0.000
70.000 70.000 20.000 0.000
PAGE 00001
EZGENVALUE NUMBER 1 VALUE = 0.1_.2SOE÷O_
TI"IIE REQUZRED TO CARRY OUT THE ANALYSZS
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DEMONSTRATION PROBLEM NO. 7
%L._4
PROBLEM TYPE:
Buckling analysis of a hollow sandwich type built-up structure using plate element subjected to
mechanical loading.
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
A hollow built-up structure of 0.5" length, 0.2" width, 0.075" total thickness, 0.02" thickness
of top plate, 0.01" thickness of bottom plate, and 3 spars in the x-z plane equally spaced in the
y-direction with 0.02" thickness the z-direction, with 2 long edges simply supported and 2 short
edges free, is subjected to distributed axial load of 100 lb/inch on each simply supported edge.
The built-up structure is made of Sic/Ti-15-3-3-3 composite material (Silicon Carbide fiber,
Titanium matrix with 15% Vanadium, 3% Aluminum, 3% Chromium, and 3% Tin, and
interphase with average properties of fiber and matrix). The composite laminate consists of 4
(90/0/0/90) plies of equal thickness for the top plate, 2 (90/90) plies of equal thickness for the
bottom plate, and 4 (0/0/0/0) plies of equal thickness for the spars, all with 0.4 fiber volume
ratio. The ply lay-up is symmetric for all parts of the structure. The ply lay-up is same as that
used for problem # 5 shown on pages 33-34. The material properties at the reference
temperature of 70 F are listed in Table II. The exponents for material property variations
according to the nonlinear multi-factor interaction model (Ref. 1) are listed in Table III. The
geometry, boundary conditions, loading, and ply lay-up are shown in the figure on next page.
MODELING HINTS:
The finite element mesh consists of 4 elements in the x-direction and 8 in the y-direction for
both the top and bottom plates and 4 dements in the x-direction and 1 element in the z-direction
for all each of the 3 spars. The mesh is same as that used for problem # 5 shown on pages 35-
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PROBLEM # 7
BUCKLING OF SIMPLY SUPPORTED-FREE BUILT-UP STRUCTURE UNDER AXIAL LOADING
FOR (Si C/Ti-15-3-3-3, TOP:[90,0] s, BOTTOM:[90] s' SPARS:4[0] s I; 0.4 FIBER VOLUME RATIO
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INPUT DECK SETUP FOR PROBLEM # 7
DEMO A1 VM/SP CONVERSATIONAL MONITOR
TITLE=PROBLEM # 7, BUCKLING ANALYSIS FOR BUILT-UP STRUCTURE (PANEL-
TITLE=MECH. LOAD ONLY), S.S. AT 2 SHORTER EDGES, DISTRIBUTED AXIAL
TITLE=COMPRESSIVE LOAD (1000 LB/INCH) ON 2 SHORTER EDGES,NO THERMAL L
TITLE=L = - 5", W=.2", H=.075 I' , 3 SPARS-.O2t'-6f0), -TOP-.02w-(90/O/O/90),










2 2 S 7
2
3 3



























.02 0.000 .02 0.000 .02
.02 0.000 .02 0.000 .02
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1 18 1 5
1 18 1
1 18 1 6
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DECK SETUP FOR PROBLEM % 7 (CONTINUED)

























SAMPLE OUTPUT FOR PROBLEH | 7
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VI't/SP CONVERSATIONAL MONITOR SYSTEH
NODE NUMBER 6
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SAtlPLE OUTPUT FOR PROBLEtl !1 7 (CONTZNIJED)
FZLE: _MF OUT A VI1/SP CONVERSATZONAL MONZTOR SYSTEH
NODE NUMBER 11
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s_rtE o_rrtrr rot r_ost_s, z tc_)
FILE: _F OUT A I/n/$P CONVERSATZONAL IIONTtOR SYSTEM
NODE NUI_LBER !,"
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S_PLE ouTe_r F0R eeOSte., r ccomx_meD)
OUT k VN/SP CONVERSATZONAL NONZTOR SYSTEN
77
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s_natE otrr_rr F0R _ROSLt_ t r (comunwtB)
FZLE : UNINUBFIF OUT A
HOOE NUMBER 83
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EIG1E3W&I.UE IARIBER 1 VALUE = 0.313609E+t2
TZME REQUZRED TO CARRY OUT THE ANALYSZS
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DEMONSTRATION PROBLEM NO. 8
PROBLEM TYPE:
Buckling analysis of a solid curved panel type structure using plate element subjected to
mechanical loading including fiber degradation.
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
A curved panel (20 degree segment) of 6" radius, 2" width, and 0.125" thickness with both
straight edges clamped and both curved edges free, is subjected to an external pressure load of
20 psi at the top surface. The curved panel is made of Sic/Ti-15-3-3-3 composite material
(Silicon Carbide fiber, Titanium matrix with 15% Vanadium, 3% Aluminum, 3% Chromium,
and 3% Tin, and interphase with average properties of fiber and matrix). The composite
laminate consists of 4 (0/45/-45/90) plies of equal thickness with 0.4 fiber volume ratio. The
ply lay-up is such that the 0 degree ply is at the top and the 90 degree at the bottom of the
curved panel. The ply lay-up is same as that used for problem # 4 shown on page 26. The
material properties at the reference temperature of 70 F are listed in Table II. The exponents
for material property variations according to the nonlinear multi-factor interaction model (Ref.
1) are listed in Table III. The fiber is degraded by an amount equal to 10 % of the fiber
diameter, creating an interphase between the fiber and matrix. The geometry, boundary
conditions, loading, and ply lay-up are shown in the figure on next page.
MODELING HINTS:
The finite element mesh consists of 8 elements in the x-direction and 8 along the curved edge
flU = 9 and JU -- 9 on card group # 3). The mesh is same as that used for problem # 4 shown
on page 27. The material property data file, "DATA BANK" is included in Appendix 1.
Chapter 4 March, 1992
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PREe,EDhNG PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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PROBLEM # 8
BUCKLING OF FIXED-FREE CURVED PANEL UNDER EXTERNAL PRESSURE LOADING
WITH FIBER DEGRADATION, GIVING RISE TO AN INTERPHASE BETWEEN MATRIX & FIBER
FOR (Si C/Ti-15-3-3-3, 0/+_45/90); 0.4 FIBER VOLUME RATIO
X
GEOMETRY. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS, AND LOADING
I












Fiber Diameter (0.0056 inch)
Fiber Diameter (0.00504 inch)
Fiber Diameter (by 10 %, i.e., by 0.00056 inch)
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INPUT DECK SETUP FOR PROBLEM I 8
FILE: SNYUBMF DEMO A1 VH/SP CONVERSATIONAL MONITOR
TITLE=PROBLEH # 8, BUCKLING ANALYSZS FOR CURVED PANEL (ZO deg. SHELL
TITLE=ROOF- MECH. LOAD ONLY), FIXED STRAIGHT EDGES, FREE CURVED EDGES,
TITLE=EXTERNAL PRESSURE (ZO PSI), NO THERNAL LOAD,
TITLE=R=6", W=2", T=0.125", _(O/45/-_5/90)PLIES, FVR=._, 8X8 MESH
























O. -1.0_20 5.9100 0.1250
O. -0.5Z30 5.9775 0.1250
O. O. 6.0000 0.1250
O. 0.5230 5.9775 0.1250
O. 1.0_20 5.9100 0.1250
2. -1.0420 5.9100 0.1250
2. -0.5230 5.9775 0.1250
2. O. 6.0000 0.1250
Z. 0.5230 5.9775 0.1250
2. 1.0420 5.9100 0.1250
0.0 100.0 0.0 100.0 0.0
SICA TII5 0.03125 0.0 0.40 0.0
0.0 100.0 0.0 100.0 0.0
SICA TII5 0.03125 0.0 0.40 _5.0
o.o lOO.O o.o zoo.o o.o
SICA TII5 0.03125 0.0 0.40 -45.0
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SAarttovrPtrr +_oer_te. o 8
FZLE: SNYUBHF OUT A Vll/SP CONVERSATZONAL HON'J[TOR SYSTEII
THE ZNTERFACE THZCXNESS ZS 0.1000 PERCEKT OF THE FZBER DZAMETER
PAGE 00001
INPUT TEMPERATURE g PRESSURE
TEIIPERATURE PRESSURE
UPPER LOVER UPPER LOWER
70.000 70.000 20.000 0.000
70.000 70.000 20.000 0.000
70.000 70.000 20.000 0.000
70.000 70.000 20.000 0.000
70.000 70.000 20.000 0.000
70.000 70.000 20.000 0.000
70.000 70.000 20.000 0.000
70.000 70.000 ZO.O00 0.000
70.000 70.000 20.000 0.000
70.000 70.000 20.000 0.000
EZGENVALUE NUqISER Z VALUE : 0.180580E*04
TZME REQUZRED TO CARRY OUT THE AHALYSZ$
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DEMONSTRATION PROBLEM NO. 9
PROBLEM TYPE:
Buckling analysis of a hollow sandwich type built-up structure using plate element subjected to
mechanical loading including fiber degradation.
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
A hollow built-up structure of 0.5" length, 0.2" width, 0.075" total thickness, 0.02" thickness
of top plate, 0.01" thickness of bottom plate, and 3 spars in the x-z plane equally spaced in the
y-direction with 0.02" thickness the z-direction, with 2 long edges simply supported and 2 short
edges free, is subjected to distributed axial load of 100 lb/inch on each simply supported edge.
The built-up structure is made of Sic/Ti-15-3-3-3 composite material (Silicon Carbide fiber,
Titanium matrix with 15% Vanadium, 3% Aluminum, 3% Chromium, and 3% Tin, and
interphase with average properties of fiber and matrix). The composite laminate consists of 4
(90/0/0/90) plies of equal thickness for the top plate, 2 (90/90) plies of equal thickness for the
bottom plate, and 4 (0/0/0/0) plies of equal thickness for the spars, all with 0.4 fiber volume
ratio. The ply lay-up is symmetric for all parts of the structure. The ply lay-up is same as that
used for problem # 5 shown on pages 33-34. The material properties at the reference
temperature of 70 F are listed in Table II. The exponents for material property variations
according to the nonlinear multi-factor interaction model (Ref. 1) are listed in Table HI. The
fiber is degraded by an amount equal to 10 % of the fiber diameter, creating an interphase
between the fiber and matrix. The geometry, boundary conditions, loading, and ply lay-up are
shown in the figure on next page.
MODELING HINTS:
The finite element mesh consists of 4 elements in the x-direction and 8 in the y-direction for
both the top and bottom plates and 4 elements in the x-direction and 1 element in the z-direction
for all each of the 3 spars. The mesh is same as that used for problem # 5 shown on pages 35-
36. The material property data file, "DATA BANK" is included in Appendix 1.
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PROBLEM # 9
BUCKLING OF SIMPLY SUPPORTED-FREE BUILT-UP STRUCTURE UNDER AXIAL LOADING
WITH FIBER DEGRADATION, GIVING RISE TO AN INTERPHASE BETWEEN MATRIX & FIBER
FOR (Si C/Ti-15-3-3-3, TOP:[90,0] , BoI"rOM:[90] , SPARS:4[0] ); 0.4 FIBER VOLUME RATIO
s $ s

















Do: Original Fiber Diameter (0.0056 inch)
D : Reduced Fiber Diameter (0.00504 inch)
R : Reduction in Fiber Diameter (by 10 %, i.e., by 0.00056 inch)
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INPUT DECK SETUP FOR PROBLEM | 9
FILE: UNYUBMF DEMO A! VM/SP CONVERSATIONAL MONITOR
TITLE=PROBLEH _ 9, BUCKLING ANALYSIS FOR BUILT-UP STRUCTURE (PANEL-
TITLE=HECH. LOAD 0NLY), S.S. AT Z SHQRTER EDGES, DISTRIBUTED AXIAL
TITLE=COMPRESSIVE LOAD (1000 LB/INCH) ON 2 SHORTER EDGES,NO THERHAL L
TITLE=L=.5 w, W=.2", H=.075", 3 SPARS-.02_-4(O), TOP-.OZn-(90/O/O/90),










































1 1 10 10
.OZ 0.000 .02 0.000 .02
.02 0.000 .02 0.000 .02















FILE : UNYUBMF DEMO
0.0000 0.1000
0.2500 -0.1000
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0.0 100.0 0.0 100.0
0,0 0._0 0.0
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DECK SETUP FOR PROBLEM I g (CONTINUED)
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FILE: UNYU_F OUT A _ CO_IVE_TI_ tt_NZTOR SYSTEM
NODE NU_ER 5
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s_..tE ottm_ FOR pRom.m o 9 (c_rx_m
FZLE: _ OUT A VK/SP CQNVERSATZONAL NONZTOR SYSTEll
NODE INUFBER 1Z
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S,IJIII_E OUTPUT FOR PROIILF..II ! 9 (C0NTIIIRD)
FZ,E: t.c, anmF our A v./sp ¢0"VE_,aTXOmLre,trot svsrm
NOllE NUMBER 17
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SAMPLE OUTPUT FOR PROmi.Ell • 9 1_)
FZLE: UNYTJBNF OUT A VI_SP CONVERSATZONAL PIONXTOR SYSTEM
NODE NUllER 77
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sam,rE am,ur _. _o_t_ • _ (eam-mu_)
FZLE: IJIIYUBItF OUT A












[ZGENVALUE NI,BgSER 1 VALUE = 0.285071E+02
PAGE 00001
TZTIE REQUZRED TO CARRY OUT THE ANALYSZS
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DEMONSTRATION PROBLEM NO. 10
PROBLEM TYPE:
Load stepping and modal analysis of a solid curved panel type structure using plate element
subjected to thermo-mechanical loading.
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
A curved panel (20 degree segment) of 6" radius, 2" width, and 0.125" thickness with both
straight edges clamped and both curved edges free, is subjected to 4 load steps of external
pressure (0-2000 psi) and uniform temperature increase (70-1000 F). The curved panel is made
of Sic/Ti-15-3-3-3 composite material (Silicon Carbide fiber, Titanium matrix with 15%
Vanadium, 3 % Aluminum, 3 % Chromium, and 3 % Tin, and interphase with average properties
of fiber and matrix). The composite laminate consists of 4 (0/45/-45/90) plies of equal thickness
with 0.4 fiber volume ratio. The ply lay-up is such that the 0 degree ply is at the top and the
90 degree at the bottom of the curved panel. The ply lay-up is same as that used for problem
# 4 shown on page 26. The material properties at the reference temperature of 70 F are listed
in Table II. The exponents for material property variations according to the nonlinear multi-
factor interaction model (Ref. 1) are listed in Table III. Results are to be generated both for the
displacement and stress responses and for natural frequencies at each load step accounting for
the nonlinear material behavior. The geometry, boundary conditions, loading, and ply lay-up
are shown in the figure on next page.
MODELING HINTS:
The finite element mesh consists of 8 elements in the x-direction and 8 along the curved edge
(Itl = 9 and JU = 9 on card group # 3). The mesh is same as that used for problem # 4 shown
on page 27. The material property data file, "DATA BANK" is included in Appendix 1.
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PROBLEM # 10
FIXED-FREE CURVED PANEL UNDER BENDING & UNIFORM TEMPERATURE LOADINGS
FOR (Si C/Ti-15-3-3-3, 0/:!::45/90); 0.4 FIBER VOLUME RATIO
GEOMETRY. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS. AND LOADING
Z
X
20 deg.I- / 6"_'__ . _ 2"
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INPUT DECK SETUP FOR PROBLEM | 10
DEMO A1 VM/SP CONVERSATIONAL MONITOR
TITLE=PROBLEMS IIO,MODAL & LOAD STEPPING(BASE CASE) ANALYSIS FOR
TITLE=CURVED PANEL(Z0 deg. SHELL ROOF),FIXED STRAIGHT EDGES,FREE CURVE
TITLE=EDGES,EXTERNAL PRESSURE(Z000 PSI),UNIFORM TEMP. of 1000 F(REFERE
TITLE=TEMP. = 70 F),R=6",W=2",T=.ZZ5W,q(O/_5/-q5/90)PLIES,FVR=.4,
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INPUT DECK SETUP FOR PROBLEM # 10 (CONTINUED)
FILE : SNNUHCF DEHO
1000. 1000.
1000. 1000.
1 73 9 2
I 73 9 3
I 73 9
1 73 9 5
1 73 9 6
9 81 9 2
9 81 9 Z
9 81 9 4
9 81 9 5
9 81 9 6
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s,mete otrretrr _,ot eeontem t x0
(NOTE: PLY II I ,T,_ AT 90 DEG. AT BOTTON & PLY | 4 TS AT 0 DEG. AT TOP)
FILE: SNNUHCF OUT A VII/SP CONVERSATZONAL HONXTOR SYSTE]I
DISPLACEMENTS AFTER THE INITIAL LOAD AT SELECTED NODES
NODE NO. X Y Z TIIETA-X
(JLn.) (In.) (in.) (rod.)
THETA-Y
(rid.)





PLY STRESSES (in psi. units) IN THE HATERIAL COORDINATE SYSTEM FOR NOOE
PLY NO. SZGL-11 SZGL-22 STGL-33 53GL-12 SZGL-23 SXGL-31
1 0.661E+03 0.233E÷0_ 0. OOOE÷OO -0,234E÷03 -O .268E÷02 0.349E_I2
2 -e.seoEe04 -0,343E+04 0. OOOE+O0 O.382Eee4 -O.183E+02 -e .996E÷02
3 -e.IOSE_OS -O.SUE_O4 O.OOOE_OO *O.kgSE_O4 -e.996E_02 0,183E_O2
4 0.147E+ 04 - e. Z,IL3E+eS O. eooE4eO e.3112E+03 -e.389E_.e2 - e. ZkoEee2
NOOE II 5
f_[(_IOSTIRSSES (Ln psi. un*ts) TN PLY NO. 4 AT _ o.ll(IO|ilell
NO. STllf.SS FZBER STRESS HATRTX STRF.SS ZI(TERFACE S_E_ PLY
1 NOFS 0.7000E+01 _ 0 o1900E+02 NOOS 0.1300E+02
2 SZGF11 0.1211E÷0S S21111A -O.S614E÷O4 SZGOZ1B 0.S881E*04
3 SZGFZ2 -O.2qT@E*OS SZl;Sq22A -O.1470EeeS SZI;t)Z_ -0.2372E+05
4 SZG1rZ2 0.189SEe04 SZGI_2B -O. ?.372Ee05 SZGO22C -0.2470E+05
S SZGF23 -0.1816E_03 $ZGI122C - 0,2470E_05 SZGDX2B 0.9692E_03
6 SZGF13 -o.2_45E_03 SZGNZ2A O. 1824E÷O3 SZG912C O.ZZ32E+O_
7 SZGF33 0.3882E+03 SZGMZ2B 0.3174Eei$ SZGOZ._ -0.9281E+OZ
8 SZGI112C 0.3708Ee03 SZG_23C i-0.1085E+03
9 SZGI_.3A - 0.1746E÷02 SZ_Z3B - 0.1ZSOE+O3
10 SZGflZ3B - 0.3039E,02 SZG_L3C -0.146ZE+03
11 _TilIZ3C - e.3SS4E*e2 SZG_3._ -0 .ZZ84E,04
1Z SZGI11_4 - O. Z3SZE+OZ SZGD33C 0.3881Ee03
13 SZGIII3B - O. (pO92E4'02 SZG011C O.MkSE+04
14 SZGI123C - 0.4786E÷02
].S SZGI133A - O. l_lEe e4
16 SZiaq133B - 0. ?.184Ee 04
17 SZEI!33C 0.3881E+e3
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TOTAL DZSPLACEHENTS FOR SELECTEg NODES
HODE NO. X Y Z THETA-X
(in.) (in.) (in.) (r-ad.)
Th'L:TA-Z
(tad.)
5 -O.169E-02 -0.137E-05 -0.3S(dE-02 0.7(_E-0_
(NOTE: PLY g I IS AT 90 DEG. AT BOTTOM & PLY I 4 Z$ AT 0 DEG. AT TOP)
FZLE: S_IWIICF OUT A VlI/SP CONVERSATIONAL IION][TOR SYSTE:H
PLY STRESSES (in psi. units) ZN THE HATERZAL COORDZINIATE SYSTEH FOR NODE
0.371E-03 - 0. _mTdE- O_
PAGE 00001
PLY NO. SZGL-11 $ZGL-22 SZGL-33 SZGL-12 SZGL-23 SI"GL-31
1 -0.2571[+05 0.2_5E+04 O.O00E_O0 -0.148E+03 -0.626E+02 0.116E+02
2 -0.156E+05 -0.121E+05 O.OOOE+O0 O.12&E+OS 0.773E*02 -O.L1.2E+03
3 -0.226E*05 -0.181E*05 0.000E+00 -0.156E_05 -0.112E_03 -0.773E_02
4 0.411E+e_ -0.401E+05 0.000E÷00 0.438E+03 -0.116E+02 -e.kl_bE+02
NODE m 5
MICROSTi_SSES (in psi. units) IN PLY NO. 4 AT T_S[ 60.0000000
NO. STRESS FZBER SlIESS I'L4,TRX"X STRESS INTERFACE STRESS PLY
1 HOFS 0.7000E*01 NOIIS 0.1900E_02 NOOS 0.1300E_02
2 $ZGFll 0.3406E÷0S SZGII11A -O.ZSSSE*OS SZGD11B 0.6038E*04
3 $ZGF22 -0._326E*05 $ZGII[22A *0.3321E+05 $ZGD22JS -0.2S02E+05
4 SZGF12 0.2832E+O4 SZ;I_Z?.B -0.4872E*05 $ZGD22C -0.1856E÷05
5 $ZGF23 -0.4(_2E_03 $11a122C -0.4326E+05 SZGZZB 0.4690E+03
6 SZGF13 -0.5669E+02 SZGII12A 0.2630E_03 SZGD12C o..r_eE+03
7 $ZGF33 0.44.r_,E+04 SZg_t128 0.4612E+03 SZGD23B -0.1416E+03
8 SZ;1112C 0.$389E.03 SZG023C -0.1653E403
9 SZGI123A *0.4201E,02 SZGD13B 0.9393E402
10 SZGH23B -0.7398E_02 $ZG813C 0.1097E_03
11 SZGa_.3C -0.86_E.02 SIGD338 *0.7508E_04
12 SZgI113A -0.723IE*01 SZGD33C 0.4066E+04
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Sa_te o_rr _Ot eeoM._ • _o (c_n'amm
TOTAL DZSPLACEHENTS FOR SELECTED NODES
NODE NO. X Y Z THETA - X THETA - Y THETA - Z
(in.) (in.) tLn.) (tad.) (tad.) (r_KI.)
5 -0.310E-02 -O.S08E*05 *e.4Z/E-02 0.130E-03 0.17ZE-OZ -O.S6AE*04
INOTE: PLY I I Z$ AT 90 DEG. AT BOTTOH I PLY • 4 ZS AT 0 DEG. AT TOP)
FZLE: SNNUItCF OUT A VH/SP COIiVERSATZQNAL IIONI"IroR SYSTEH
PLY STRESSES (in psL units) ZN THE MATERZAL C:OOI_O_TE SYSTEH FQRImDE
PAll[ 00001
PLY NO. SZGL-11 SZGL-22 SZ_L-33 S]Y;L'12 SZGL-23 SIGL-31
1 -O.SZSE_e5 0.38ZE_0_ 0.880Ee00 -0.1671[+03 "0.102E+03 -|.168E402
2 -O.Z62E÷05 "0.20SEreS O.leOE+O0 0.210E+O5 0.180E¢03 -O.IZgEt03
3 -0.3S3E÷OS -0.281E÷0S 0.800E+00 *e.2_iE_OS "0.129E÷03 -0.180E403
4 0.719E+04 -0.589E÷0S e.880Eeee 0.6S6E÷03 0.168E*02 -O.ZO2E_03
NODE | S
HZCROSTIL_.SSES (in ps_ unL*s) ZH PLY NO. _ AT TZI_E 120.0000810
NO. STRESS FZBER STRESS HATlrZX STI_ESS ZNTERFACE STRESS PLY
1 NOFS 0.7000E+01 NOIIS 0.19|0E÷02 HODS 0.1500E÷@2
2 SZGFll 0.6137Et05 SZGIIllA -0.2896E÷05 SZGD110 0.9076E+04
3 SZGF22 -0.6104E+05 SZGIq22A -O.509_EeO5 SZGD22S -O.Z312E+OS
SZGFZ2 0._98E÷0_ SZGI'I22B -0.7187.E÷05 SZG_2C -O.18_E+OS
S SZGF23 -0.8422E+03 SZGI522C -0.6194E÷05 SZGD12_ 0.8239E÷03
6 SZGF13 0.1605E÷03 SZGII]LZA 0.390SE÷03 SZG022£ 0.9SS8E÷03
7 SZGF33 0.8_21E+04 SZI_I12B 0.6_3E_03 SZb"D2_ -0.1860E÷03
8 SZGI512C 0.8096E_03 SZGOZ3C -0,ZZ6_E_03
9 SZGI523A -0,7088Et02 SZGD].3B O.ZObOE_03
10 SZGI523B -O.12JSE_O3 SZI;D]L3C O.Z242E*03
ZZ SZGI_.3C -0.1678E_03 SZ_330 -0.6412E*04
12 SZGHZ3A 0.935ZE_01 SZ_ 0,3971E+O_
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s_m+eo_mrr to. emm_te.. _o _cm_miEo)
TOTALDZSPLACEI"IENTSFORSELECTEDNODES
NODE NO. X Y Z THETA-X
(Ln.) (2n.) (in.) (tad.)
THETA-Y
(Pad.)
S -O.q_*4E-02 -0.133E-04 -O..,_l, lS-02 0.136E-03
(NOTE: PLY | 1 T.S AT 90 DEG. AT BOTTOH I PLY I 4 IS AT 0 DEG. AT TOP)
FZLE: SNNUIICF OUT A Vll/SPCQNVERSAT_[ONAL 118N][TDRSYSTE?I





PLY NO. SZl_-11 SZGL-22 SZGLo33 SZGL-XZ SZGL-Z3 5ZGL-31
1 -0.&97[+05 0.476E+14 O.IOOE,O0 -O.4ki41E+03 -0.731E*02 -0.684E+02
2 -0.324E÷0$ -0.290E+e5 o.aeeE+OO 1.279E+eS 0.21_E+03 -0.717E*01
3 -o.4_E+O5 -0.39_E+05 O.O00E+O0 -O.311E+O5 -0.71TE,01 -O.Z14E÷O3
4 O.IllE+OS -0.770E*05 O.OOOE+O0 O.84JMIE+05 0.684E+02 -0.731E+02
NODE m S
HZCROSTRESSES (in psx unLts) IN PLY NO. 4 AT T171E 180.0000000
NO. STRESS FZBER STRESS HATIIZX STID[SS ZNTERFACE STRESS PLY
1 NOFS 0.7000E÷01 NQII$ 0.1900E+02 NOOS 0.1300E+02
2 SZGFll 0.9990E+05 SZG_L11A -0.4811E+0S SZGOllB 0.3757E+04
3 SZGF22 -I.7960E+OS SZGM22A -0.6814E÷0S SZGO22S -0.3495E-04
4 SZGFZ2 0.66.._E÷04 SZGII22B o.eeeoE÷oO SZGDZ2C -0.1770E+05
5 SZGF23 -I.4820E+03 SZGI_2C -o.79&OE,OS SZGO12B 0.1044E+04
6 SZGF13 0.6193E+03 SZGII12A 0.5295E÷03 SZGDI2C 0.1202E+04
7 SZGF33 0.12.51E+05 SZGtLt28 0.9S6&E+03 SZGDZ3B 0.173_E+03
8 SZGII.1.L'C 0.1112E÷04 SZG_23C 0.2003E+03
9 SZGII23A -I.4782E÷02 SZGDZ3B 0.2208E+03
10 SZGII23B -I.83Z2E÷02 SZGD13C O.2SSOE+03
11 SZGII23C -e.9743E+02 5ZG0338 -0.40S9E÷0+
12 SZGHZ3A 0.3875E÷02 SZG033C:: 0.4093E*04
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DEMONSTRATION PROBLEM NO. 11
PROBLEM TYPE:
Load stepping and modal analysis of a hollow sandwich type built-up structure using plate
element subjected to thermo-mechanical loading.
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
A hollow built-up structure of 0.5" length, 0.2" width, 0.075" total thickness, 0.02" thickness
of top plate, 0.01" thickness of bottom plate, and 3 spars in the x-z plane equally spaced in the
y-direction with 0.02" thickness the z-direction, with bottom surface fixed in vertical direction,
is subjected to 4 load steps of internal pressure (0-2000 psi) and uniform temperature increase
(70-1000 F). The built-up structure is made of Sic/Ti-15-3-3-3 composite material (Silicon
Carbide fiber, Titanium matrix with 15% Vanadium, 3% Aluminum, 3% Chromium, and 3%
Tin, and interphase with average properties of fiber and matrix). The composite laminate
consists of 4 (90/0/0/90) plies of equal thickness for the top plate, 2 (90/90) plies of equal
thickness for the bottom plate, and 4 (0/0/0/0) plies of equal thickness for the spars, all with 0.4
fiber volume ratio. The ply lay-up is symmetric for all parts of the structure. The ply lay-up
is same as that used for problem # 5 shown on pages 33-34. The material properties at the
reference temperature of 70 F are listed in Table II. The exponents for material property
variations according to the nonlinear multi-factor interaction model (Ref. 1) are listed in Table
HI. Results are to be generated both for the displacement and stress responses and for natural
frequencies at each load step accounting for the nonlinear material behavior. The geometry,
boundary conditions, loading, and ply lay-up are shown in the figure on next page.
MODELING HINTS:
The finite dement mesh consists of 4 elements in the x-direction and 8 in the y-direction for
both the top and bottom plates and 4 elements in the x-direction and 1 dement in the z-direction
for all each of the 3 spars. The mesh is same as that used for problem # 5 shown on pages 35-
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PROBLEM # 1 1
BOTTOM SUPPORTED BUILT-UP STRUCTURE UNDER BENDING & UNIFORM TEMP. LOADINGS
FOR (Si C/Ti-15-3-3-3, TOP:[90,0] s" BOI"rOM:[90] $, SPARS:4[0] s ); 0.4 RBER VOLUME RATIO
GEOMETRY, BOUNDARY CONDITIONS, AND LOADING
z TEMP'R__ 1
_"_ Y INTERNAL PRESSURE
ooz_,_o_--\ _._--_-
_t = I r-_--7_ 1__..0..-2., M S,""r,F,"CE$ _ _,. _ _ _ j t_u I I utvt ,_ur_r,_i FIXED
0.01'b.02-0.02,0.02. IN VERTICAL DIRECTION
_,_ 0.2 ,,-,,_




,500 1 .... _ ........ 75o
..........
a.
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INPUT DECK SETUP FOR PROBLEH f T1
FILE: UNNUHCF DEMQ A1 VM/SP CONVERSATIONAL HONITOR
TITLE=PANEL,BOTTOM FIXED ZN Z-DIRECTION+,INSZDE ATIO00 F Z 500-2000 P
TITLE=OUTSIDE AT 1000 F & 0 PSI IN 3 HINUTES,qXS(TOP)-8CBOT)-12(SPAR)
TITLE=3 SPARS-.OZ w THICK-q(1,-1,-1,1)PLY TYPE,TOP-.OZW-4(Z,I,I,2)PLIE
TZTLE=BOTTOM-.O1n-2(Z,2)PLIES,L=.SW,W=.2_,H=.O75n
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INPUT DECK SETUP























































0.0 I00.0 0.0 100.0
0.0 0.40 0.0
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37 _6 9 1
45 54 9 1
41 50 9 2
10 18 1 3
28 36 1 3
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(NOTE: PLY | 1 Z$ AT 90 IDEG. AT 80TTOll II PLY • 4 IS AT 90 DEG. AT TOP)
FZLE : UNIFJICF OUT A Vlt_P CONVERSAT][ONAL I110Nl"rOR SYSTEM
DZSPLAC_S AFTER THE TNITZAL LOAD AT SELECTED NODES
NODE NO. X Y Z TltTA-X
(in.) (in.) (in.) (rlcl.)
12 -O.S2_E*04 -O.981E-SS O.]ULOE-30 -O.X89E-e4







PLY NO. SZGL-11 SZGL-22 SZGL-33 SZI;L-1Z SZGL*23 SZI;L*31
1 -0.193E,e4 -O.596E_e3 I.|eSE+eO e.289Ete2 o.656E,e2 -e.S_E_Ol
2 0.379E÷02 -0.572E413 O.OOOE+OO -e.176E+e2 0.1121[,02 0.241E_03
3 0.143E_03 0._9E_03 o.eooE*OO -0.638E_01 O.ZZ2E÷02 0.1_1E+03
0.303E÷0_ -0.2_TE÷O2 o.eooE,eo *O.484iE_O1 0.656E_02 *O.SZSE_01
NODE • 3
HZCROSTRESSES (in ps*. units) ZN PLY NO. 4 AT T2/IE O.OOOOO00
NO. STRESS FllER STRESS HATRZX ST/lESS ZNTERFACE
1 NOFS 0.7000E÷01 HOHS 0.190eE÷02 NOm$
2 SZGF11 0.7538E÷e4 SZGIqDL]LA O.Z88OE+02 S]_D11B
3 SZGF22 0.1035E÷04 SZlMII22A -0.1853E_04 SZGO22S
$ZGF12 -O.30&3E+02 SZGNZ2_ -0.17871E÷04 SZI;DZZC
5 SZGF23 -0.3351E+02 SZGM22C 0.203SE#04 SZG812)
6 SZGF13 0.4123E*e3 SZGIl12A -o.zg_6E÷OI SZG_L2:C
7 SZGF33 0.4890E÷I3 SZGN12B -0.5131E_01 $ZG0238
8 SZGI'IZ2C -O.S_6EtOl SZGO23C
9 SZGII23A -0.3224E÷01 SZIB]L3B
10 SZGIIZ38 -0.S610E+01 SZIB13C
11 SZGI123C -0.6561E+01 SZGO33B
12 SZGM15A 0.3966E+02 S1"1;m33C
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Staete omeer FOR _tm m zl(_.rnam)
(NOTE: PLY g I T,:: AT 90 DEG. AT I_TTOII • PLY II 4 _ AT 90 DEG. AT TOP)





TOTAL DZSPLACEtIENTS FOR SELECTED NODES
NODE NO. X Y Z 11LrFA-X THETA-Y THL_A -Z
(JR.) (_n.) (in.) (rlt4:l.) (tad.) (tad.)
12 -0.385E-03 -0 .S82E-04 0.203E-30 -0.364E-04 0.23_E-04
PLY S_ (in psi. units) TJ4 THE flATEIE][AL COORDINATE SYSTEH FOR NODE 3
0.373E-oR
PLY NO. $ZGL_Z1 SIGL-22 SXGL-33 SZGL-12 SIGL-23 SZI;L-31
1 -@.293E_04 -0.210E_04 O.OOOE_O0: O.;_RSE_02 0.135E+03 *0.9S2E4tll
2 0,884E+03 -0.195E_04 o.eeeE+ee_ -e.TseE, Ol O.2O_E+OZ 0.288Ee05
3 O.lOSE*e4 O.&33E_e2 o.eoeE+ee 0.13SE÷02 4.20qE+OZ O.Z88L_411S
4 0,726E*04 -0.1|2E_04 o.|e|E_ee -|.34SE+e2 O.13SE+03 -e.gSZE441
NOOE I 3
HIC3EOSTRESSES (in psi unLts) IN PLY NO. 4 AT T1]tE 60.8008000
NO. S_ FIBER STRESS HATR]3( STIE_ INTERFACE STRESS PLY -._
1 NOFS O.70OOE÷el HWSS 0.1900E_02 NOES 0.1300E÷O2
2 SZGFll O.Z38SE*eS SZGIS)IA -0.3806E÷e4 SXEaLXB 0.261SE÷0_
3 SZGF22 0.4S24E+04 SZGISI22A -O.XOSgE+OS -0.8047E_0_
4 S]UWlZ -e._33SE÷03 SIGISZ2B -0.98SOE*_ SZG022C 0.3_64E+0_
S SZGIF23 -O.k3STE÷e2 SZGH22C 0.4S2_E+O_ _ -0.1021E_03
6 SZGF"JL3 0.8840E+03 SIg1512A -O.ZOSRE_02 SZERX2C -0.1188E+03
7 SIGF33 0.4602E+e_ 51'1;1112B -0.3658E_82 _ -0.1508E+02
8 $ZGHZ2C -O.42SgE_OZ .5J_123C -0.176ZE+02
9 SZgt123_ -O.S83ZE+el S2S813B 0.2368E+03
10 SZG_238 -0.10?.SE_OZ SZI;D13C 0.2765E+03
1l SZGII?.3C -O.1196EtOZ S][_D33B -0.7528,E+O_
lZ $I1NII3A 0.8070E+02 S1];_33C o.4113E÷0_
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SAMPLE OUTPUT FOR PflOBLEH tt U(CINiTZIgJE_)
FZLE: UI_UNCF OUT A Vff/SP CONVERSATZONAL _ SYSTEM
T135E 17.1.0000000
TOTAL DISPLACEHENTS FOR SELECTED NODES
NODE NO. X Y Z THETA-X
(Jn. _ (in.) ( Ln. ) (red.)
THETA- Y
(r_l.)
I2 -0.577E-03 -0.110E-03 0.288E-30 -O.S20E-04
INOTE: PLY t 1 ZS AT 90 DEG. AT BOTTQH I PLY • 4) ZS AT 90 DIG. AT TOP)






PLY NO. SZGL-11 $ZGL-Z2 Sll;L-33 $_1;L-12 SZGL-23 S_GL-31
1 -0.382Ere4 -e.3&7E*04 O.OIIE*I! 0,229_02 0.210Ere3 -0.132E,02
2 0.181E_O4 -e.340E*e_ e.oeeE_eO O.4_L_E*el 0.281E÷02 O._SOE+O3
3 0.201E+04 -e._7OEtO5 O.OOOE_O0 0.322Ere2 0.181E_02 O.4_OE÷O3























NZCJIOSTIIE_SSES (in Ps2. units) 13H PLY NO. _ AT _ 12i.0000010
NO. STRESS FZBER STRESS ItAlllZX
1 NOFS 0.7000E_01 HOIIS 0.1900E.02
2 SZGFll 0.OX_E+OS SZG_I]JL -0.8378Ere4 SXI_LIJS
3 SZGF2Z 0.7798E+04 SZGII22A -0.1_1E,05
SZGF12 -0._2_8E*03 SZGII22_ -O.1721E+OS SZI;UZ2C
5 SZGF23 -0.92qlE*02 SZGM22C 0.7798E+e4 _12m
6 $ZGF13 0.1461E+0_ SZGH12A -0.3517E+02
7 SZGF33 O.8_BDE+O_ SZ(_IIZB -0.6333E_02 STJm23B
8 SZGK12C -O.7358E_OZ SZIW23C
9 $1gM23A -0.8029E÷01 SZE_L3iS
10 $XgI_Z31S -e.1_32£,02
11 SZGI_3C -e.x&kaE_OZ
12 SZGI_L3A O. 1248Etii3
13 SZGII13B 0.122_E+03 SZO_LIC
1_, SZGH13C 0.2S97E_03














TOTAL DZSPLACEItENTS FOR SELECTED NODES




Z _A-X THETA *Y
(._.) (rs_i.) (rud.)
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sm.tE 0UnmT F0a emum u xl(cmrnfJ_)
(NOTE: PLY | I ZS AT 90 DEG. AT BOTTOM It PLY • 4 IS AT 90 DE(;. AT TOP)
FZLE: UNNUItCF OUT A VTt/SP CONVERSATZONAL ItON][TOR SYSTEH
PLY S_ (Ln ps*. units) ZN THE KATERZAL COORDZNATE SYSTEH FOR NODE 3
PLY NO. SZGL-11 SZGL-2Z SZGL-33 SZGL-12
1 -0.4S3E+04 -0. S3SE+O4 0. IOOE+ee 0.116E_02
2 0.286E+04 - 0.496E+04 0. ooeE+ee e .ZZSE+e2
3 0.307E_0_ -0.121E4_0_ 0.000E_0| I1.S6SE+02
0.162E*0S -O.3_SE_O_ 0.000E_00 -0.906E÷02
NOOEn 3
MZCROSTRESSES (in psi un£ts) ZN PLY NO. 4 AT T131E 180.OOOOOO0
NO. STIU[S3 FZBER STRESS IIATRZX STRESS 1WTERFACE
1 NOFS 0.7000E_01 N(NIS 0.1900E+OZ N085
2 SZGF11 O.6227E*OS SZGItl]LA *e.139CeE+OS S13m]LIB
3 SZGF_2 0.1078E_0S SZGII22A -O.Z830E_OS S_
SZGF'J.2 -0.7018E_03 SZa122S -O.Z37_E+OS SZG022£
S SZGFZ3 *0.1218E+03 SZGN22C 0.1078E*0S SZ_m22D
6 S]L3;F13 O.Z131E÷04 SZGNIZA -O.529SE÷02 SZG_L2C
7 SZGF33 0.1275E÷05 SZGIl12B *O.gTL2E÷02 SZGO23B
8 SZG;112£ -0.1125E*03 SZG023C
9 SZGf123A -0.9913E+01 SZG_L3S
10 SZGatZ3B -0.1787E*02 SZGD]L3C
11 SZGI'IZ3C -0.2083E*02 SZG_3B
12 SZGtI13A 0.1681E÷03 SZGD33C
















































TI_E REQUZRED TO CARRY OUT THE ANALYSZS
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DEMONSTRATION PROBLEM NO. 12
PROBLEM TYPE:
Load stepping analysis of a solid curved panel type structure using plate element subjected to
thermo-mechanical loading including fabrication load history.
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
A curved panel (20 degree segment) of 6" radius, 2" width, and 0.125" thickness with both
straight edges damped and both curved edges free, is subjected to 4 load steps of external
pressure (0-2000 psi) and uniform temperature increase (70-1000 F). The curved panel is made
of Sic/Ti-15-3-3-3 composite material (Silicon Carbide fiber, Titanium matrix with 15%
Vanadium, 3% Aluminum, 3 % Chromium, and 3 % Tin, and interphase with average properties
of fiber and matrix). The composite laminate consists of 4 (0/45/-45/90) plies of equal thickness
with 0.4 fiber volume ratio. The ply lay-up is such that the 0 degree ply is at the top and the
90 degree at the bottom of the curved panel. The ply lay-up is same as that used for problem
# 4 shown on page 26. The material properties at the reference temperature of 70 F are listed
in Table II. The exponents for material property variations according to the nonlinear multi-
factor interaction model 0tel. 1) axe listed in Table III. Results are to be generated for the
displacement and stress responses at each load step including the fabrication load history,
accounting for the nonlinear material behavior. The geometry, boundary conditions, loading,
and ply lay-up are shown in the figure on next page.
MODELING HINTS:
The finite dement mesh consists of 8 elements in the x-direction and 8 along the curved edge
(IU = 9 and JU = 9 on card group # 3). The mesh is same as that used for problem # 4 shown
on page 27. The material property data file, "DATA BANK" is included in Appendix 1.
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PROBLEM # 12
FIXED-FREE CURVED PANEL UNDER BENDING & UNIFORM TEMPERATURE LOADINGS,
FOLLOWED BY FABRICATION THERMAL COOLING LOAD
FOR (Si cfri-15-3-3-3, 0/+45/90); 0.4 FIBER VOLUME RATIO
GEOMETRY. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS, AND LOADING
0.12_
(REF. TEMP. = 70,1:)






0 1 2 3 4 5 6
LOAD STEPS
Chapter 4
_ LOAD STEPPING HISTORY
==
_ 2000 _1000 i
=:_OOOl./;.=.'...... 1_oo
,,=, oL_=__-_ o
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INPUT DECK SETUP FOR PROBLEM ¢ IZ-A (Fabrication Load)
FILE: SYNUMCF DEMO A1 VM/SP CONVERSATIONAL MONITOR
TITLE=PROBLEM tZZA,MODAL & LOAD STEPPING(SENSITIVITY)ANALYSIS FOR CUR
TITLE=PANEL(ZO deg. SHELL ROOF),FIXED STRAIGHT EDGES,FREE CURVED EDGE
TITLE=EXTERNAL PRESSURE(2000 PSZ),UNZFORH TEMP. of 1000 F(REF. TENP.
TITLE=F),R=6",W=2e;T=.125n,q(O/45/-45/90)PLIES,FVR=._,SX8 MESH,




















i i I 5 I0
1.0
O. -1.Oq20 5.9100 0.1250
O. -0.5230 5.9775 0.1250
O. O. 6.0000 0.1250
O. 0.5230 5.9775 0.1250
O. 1.0_20 5.9100 0.1250
2. -1.0420 5.9100 0.1250
2. -0.5230 5.9775 0.1250
2. O. 6.0000 0.1250
2. 0.5230 5.9775 0.1250
2. 1.0_20 5.9100 0.1250
0.0 100.0 0.0
SICA TZ15 0.03125 0.0
0.0 100.0 0.0
SICA TI15 0.03125 0.0
0.0 100.0 0.0
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INPUT DECK SETUP FOR PROBLEM # 12-A (CONTINUED)
DEMO A1 VMISP CONVERSATIONAL
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41 _1 0 1
_1 41 0 2
_1 ql 0 3
41 ql 0 5






SAMPLE OUTPUT FOR PROSLEH • 12-A(Fabricst_o_ LoadJ
(NOTE: PLY • I ZS AT 99 DEG. AT BOTrOM • PLY II _ ;$ AT O DEG. AT TOP)
FILE: S_F OUT A VIS/SP CONVERSATIONAL 14oNrrom SYSTEI1
TIHE 600.0000000
TOI"AL DISPI,_.dE]IENTS FOR SELECTED NODES
NODE NO. X y Z THETA*X
(in.) (Jn.) (in.) (tad.)











 NrUTDECgr   - W  io. 1.0
FOR PR-OBLEM # 12-B (External Load)
FILE: SYNUMCFI DEHO A1 VM/SP CONVERSATIONAL MONITOR
PLY STRESSES (in psi. units) IN THE HATERZAL COORDINATE SYSTEM FOR NODE 5
PLY NO. SZGL-11 SIGL-22 SZGL-33 SIGL-12 SZGL-23 $ZGL-31
1 -0.323E+04 0.Db2E_03 O.OOOE+O0 0.966E÷03 -O.SOSE+01 0.14ZE+02
2 -0.501E+04 0.181E+0_ O.O00E÷O0 0.145E+03 -0.139E+02 -0.29ZEe02
3 -0.S06E+04 0.179E+e4 O.OOOE+O0 -O.l.q_E+O_ -0.292E+02 0.139Ee02
4 -0.171E+02 -0.$99E+03 O.O00E+O0 0.975E+03 -0.142E+02 -O.SOSEe@I
NODE g 5
HZCRQSTRESSES (Ln psL units) IN PLY ;NO. 4 AT T_ME 600.0000000
NO. STRESS FZDER STRESS MATRIX STIEESS ZNTERFACE STRESS PLY
1 NOF$ 0.7000E÷01 NOIqS 0.1900E÷OZ NOOS 0.1300E+02
2 SZGF11 -O.Z231E+O5 SZGI111A 0.1480E+05 SZEmDX1B 0.1369E+0_
3 SIGF22 -0.1qelE+05 SIGII22A O.ZqOOE÷O$ SIGD22_ 0.3035E+0_
SZGF12 O.6qb_E+O_ SZGI12?_B 0.1953E÷0$ SIGO22C -0.1910E+0_
5 SZGF23 -O.3759E+02 SZGI122C -0.1491E÷05 SZG_ZZB 0.3720E+03
b SIGF13 -0.1013E+03 SIGII12A 0.$778E÷03 SZGZ)12C 0._3_8E+03
7 51GF33 -0.1_13E÷05 SZGII12B 0.1033E+0_ SZGD238 -0.1835E*01
8 SZGMIZC 0.1202E÷0_ $ZG_.._T_ -0.21_bE*01
9 SZGi123A -0.3105E+01 SZGDZ3B -0.S405E+01
10 SIGII23B -0.5571E+01 SZG_13C *0.6321E÷01
11 SZG_123C -o.(g_83E÷01 SZGO33B 0.310QE÷O_
12 SIGM13A -0.8387E+01 SZG;)33C -0.1827E*O_














TZHE RE_JXRED TO CARRY OUT THE ANALYSIS 350.3Z7 5EC.
TZffE REQUZIEEO TO : READ ZH DATA 0 .O_ SEC.
DO PREPILqI)CESS3OIG 0 .l_q SEC.
TTTLE=PROBLEH #12B,HODAL & LOAD STEPPTNG(SEHSITTVZTY)AHALYSZS FOR CUR
TZTLE=PANELCZO deg. SHELL ROOF),FTXED STRATGHT EDGESoFREE CURVED EDGE
TITLE=EXTERNAL PRESSURE(2000 PST),UNIFORM TEMP. of 1000 F(REF. TEMP.
TITLE=F), R=6 w ,t/=2 w , T=. 125 n , G( 0/45]-45/9 O) PL 1 ES, FVR=. _, 8X8 MESH,
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INPUT DECK SETUP FOR PROBLEM • 12-] (CONTINUED)
DENO A1 VN/SP CONVERSATIONAL




O. 0.5230 5.9775 0.1Z50
O. 1.0420 5.9100 0.1250
2. -1.0420 5.9100 0.1250
2. -0.5230 5.9775 0.1250
2. O. 6.0000 0.17.50
2. 0.$230 5.9775 0.17-50
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INPUT DECK SETUP FOR PROBLEM • 12-B (CONTINUED)
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Sk_I'LE _rn, trr Fdi/l_Q_ D__ _v_jjal - Version 1.0
200. 200. O. O.
200. 200. O. O.
200. 200. O. O.
200. 200. O. O.
200. 200. O. O.
200. 200. O. O.
200. 200. O. O.
200. 200. O. O.
1 73 9 2
1 73 9 3
1 73 9 t,
1 73 9 5
1 73 9 6
9 81 9 2
9 81 9 3
9 81 9
9 81 9 5
9 81 9 6









i ZS AT 90 DEG. AT BOTTON & PLY I 4 Z$ AT 0 DEG. AT TOP)
OUT A VI1/SP CONVERSATZONAL II(]NI_OE SYST_H
660.OOiOili
TOTAL DZSPLACEMLrNTS FOE SELECTED NODES
NODE NO. X Y Z TNETA-X
(tn.) ILn.) (in.) (red.)
S 0.29SE-02 -0.334E-04 -0.S73E-02 O.I&'TE-|2









PLY NO. SZGL-11 $ZGL-22 SZGL-33 SZ_I.-12 SZGL-23 SZSL-31
1 0.S22[,04 0.230E_04 O.OOOE*O0 0.772E_03 -O.319E+e2 O.(_T_E÷O2
2 -O.SZ3E÷e4 0.299E+03 O.OiOE*O0 O.Z32E+04 -0.481E+02 -0.245E+03
3 -0.147E_0S -O.SZ6E*04 O.OOOE+O0 -O.T/3E_04 -0.2_5E+03 0._81E+02
4 0.209E÷0_ -O.219E*OS O.OOOE*O0 O.13_E+O_ -0.636E+02 -0.319E_02
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NODE 0 S
HTCROSTRESSES (Ln psz Lmi_s) IN PLY NO. _ AT TI_E 660.0000000
NO. STRESS F£BER STRESS MATRZX STRF.S3 ZNTERFACE STRESS PLY
1 HOFS 0.70000÷01 NOMS O.ZgOOE÷02 _ 0.1300E÷02
2 SZGFll -O.ZZSSE+OS SZGH11A 0.1002E*05 SZGD11B 0.63630+0_
3 SZGF22 -0.3954E+0S SZGH22A O.ZOSgE*OS SZG_22B -0.2378E÷05
$ZGF12 0.92.Y2E+0_ SZGH225 -0._278E+04 SZIW22C -0.246_E÷05
5 SZGF23 -0.2220E*03 SZGTt22C -0.3954E+0S SZI_12B 0.11800÷04
6 SZGF13 -0.411SE+03 5IGTl12A 0.7993E+03 SZSD12C 0.1377E*04
7 SZGF33 -0.1_78E+05 SZGH12_ 0.1_14E+04 SZSD23B -0.9427E+02
8 SZ_I12C 0.1_E*04 SZGDZSC -0.11020*03
? SZG_f23A - 0.208SE+02 SZGDZSB -0.1588E+03
10 $ZGT123B - 0.3(_E* 02 SZGDZSC -0.18570+03
11 SZGIIZSC -0._2S8Ee02 SZGD33B -0.4337E_03
12 SZGTI13A -0.3826E+02 SZGD33C -0.67620+03














(NOTE: PLY # I ZS AT 90 DEG. AT BOZTOti S PLY g 4 ZS AT 0 DEG. AT TOP) "%.-
FZLE: SYNLJIICF1 OUT A Vll/SP CONVERSATZONAL IIDNZTOR SYSTEH PAGE 00001
T ZIE 720.0000000
TOTAL DZSPLACmIENTS FOR SELECTED NOBES
N(_E NO. X Y Z TIL:TA-X THETA-Y ThETA-Z
(in.) (in.) (in.) (rod.) (tad.) (_-ad.)
S 0.1630- 02 - 0.3360-04 - 0. $970- 02 0.160E-02 - o. 31SE-02
PLY STRESSES (in ps* unzts) IN THE IIATERZAL CSOIm]D(ATE SYSTEn FOIl II00E 5
-0.2c,70-04
PLY NO. SZ_.-ll SZGt.-22 SZGL-33 SZb"L-12 SZGL-23 SZGL-31
1 -0.221E*05 0.3620*8_ 0.0000_00 0.7970*03 -0.6760÷02 0.400Et02
2 -0.193E_05 *0.8820*04 0.0000+00 0.1130+05 0.419E÷02 -0.163E_03
3 -0.273E+0S -0.1360+eS 0.000E÷00 -O.16SE*OS -0.163E÷03 -0.419E+02
4 0.3940+04 -e._19E+OS 0.0000+00 0.147E,04 -0.400E+02 -0.67&E_02
NODE 0 S
HZCRDSTRESSES (in DsL. units) IN PLY NO. • AT _ 720.0088000
NO. STRESS FZBER STY_ES_ HATRZX STY_SS TNTERFACE STRESS PLY
1 NOFS 0.70000*01 HOflS 0.19000_02 NOES 0.13000÷02 HOLS 0. 7000E÷01
2 SZGF11 0.1033E4.05 SZGIG.ZA - O. 3432_04.03 SZlir6ZB o. 6c,02E÷0_ SZGLZZ O. 3939E*_'
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! SIGF22 -O.5688E+0S SIGMZZA -0.980qE+O_
SIGF12 0.1011E+0S SI_I22B -0.5082E+0S
S SZGF23 -a._qSSE+OS $ZGI_22C -O.St_SSE+OS
6 SZGF13 -0.2q99E+03 SZGWI2A 0.87_0E+03
7 SIGF33 -0.1087E÷0S SZ_12B O.I_3E÷O_
8 SIGI'IIZC 0.1805E+O_
9 SII;M23A - 0 ._,_SGE÷OZ



























(NOTE: PLY I 1 IS AT 90 DEG. AT I_TTOH & PLY l 4 15 AT 0 DEG. AT TOP)
FZLE: SYNUIICF1 OUT A VI1/SP CONVERSATZONAL IIONI"lrOR SYSTEM PAGE 00001
TZME 780.0000000
TOTAL DISPLACEMENTS FOR SELECTED NODES
NODE NO. X y Z THETA-X THETA-Y THETA-Z
(in,) (in.) (in.) (raid.) (Pad.) (rad.)
S 0.206E-03 -0.383E-04 oO.(_*SE-02 0.1SSE-02 -0.18_E-02 -e.306E °e4
PLY STRESSES (in psi units) IH THE HATERIAL COOEDZNATE SYSTEM FOR NODE
PLY NO. SZGL-11 SZGL-22 SZGL-33 SZGL-12 SIGL-23 SZGL-31
1 -O._93E÷OS 0.$30E÷04 e.eooE+oo 0.773E+03 -0.992E+02 0.147E÷02
Z _O.LNJ_E+OS -0.177E÷0S $,000E*00 0.197E+05 0.128E+03 -0.173E+03
3 -0.3_E÷OS -O.?.S_E*OS e.eooE÷o0 -0.246E+0S -o.173E+03 -0.128E÷03
0.72TE÷04 -O.kOTE+OS 0,000E÷00 0.161E+04 -0.1_7E+02 -0.992E÷02
NOOE | S
HZC]tOSTRESSES (in psi units) IN PLY NO. _ AT TIME 780.0081100
NO, STRESS F IBE R STtF, SS HATRI'X STRESS
1 NOFS 0.7000E+01 _ 0.1900E÷02 NODS
2 SZGFll 0.37SOE÷OS SIGIIllA -0.12_3E÷05 SZGOllB
$1GF22 -0.7285E+0S SZGI522A -0.2887E÷05 SZGDZ21I
SZGF12 O.lllbE+OS SZGi,12ZB -O.S4_7E÷OS SZGD22C
S SIGF23 -0.7850E÷03 $1GI122C -0.7285E÷0S SZGD12B
6 SZGF13 -O.$690E+02 SZGII12A 0.95._E÷03 SZI3_12£
7 SZGT33 -O._70qE÷O_ SZGBLt2_ O.IM_E÷O_ SZ_23B
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(NOTE: PLY • 1ZS AT 90 DEG. AT BOTTOII & PLY • k ZS AT O DEG. AT TOP)
FZLE: SYNLR4CT1 OUT A _ CONVERSATZGNAL /ICN_I)R SYSTEH PAGE 00001
TI"KE 840.000O000
TOTAL DZ_ FOR SELECTED NODES
I_DE NO. X Y Z _A -X THETA - Y _A-Z
tin.) (in.) (in.) (r_.) (tad.) (Mid.)
S -0.1_E-OZ -0.465E-04 -0.795E-02 0.16SE-02 0.909E-03 -.O _IE-
PLY STRESSES (in psL units) IN THE HATERZAL COOd_INATE SYSTEM FOR NOOE S
PLY NO. SZGL-11 $ZGL-22 SZGL-33 $ZGL-12 $ZGL-Z3 SZGL-51
1 -O.ik42E_OS 0.7S9E_0_ O.OOOE+O0 @.J30E+03 -0.660E,02 -0.273E402
2 -0.382E_05 -0.273E+0S 0.800E+00 0.27SE+05 o.142E_03 -O.M6E_02
3 -O..%SE_OS -0.40SE*OS e.0e0E+00 -e._*es -0.S86E_02 -0.14ZE+03
4 0.127E*05 -0.767E_0S 0.000E+00 O.ZZ4E_Ik; 0.273E_02 -0.660E+02
NQOE • S
MZCROSTRESSES (Ln psi units) IN PLY NO. _ AT TZHE N.0000000
NO. STRESS FZBER STRESS NATRZX STRESS ZNTERFACE STRESS PLY
1 NOFS 0.7000E+01 NOI4S 0.1900E,02
2 SZGFll O._&IE,O5 SIGII11A -0.3527'E_OS SZl_lZ8
3 SZGF22 -O.k&76E+05 SZGM22A -0.$220E+0S 5ZliD22J
4 SZGF12 0.1682E_05 SZGIt228 -0.8.$64E+05
5 SZGF23 -0.2278E+03 SZGN22C 0.•000E+00 Sr,JUZEB
6 SZGlr13 0.3173E_03 SZGH124 o.2328E*04 SZGSX2C
7 SZGF33 *e.1689E+04 SZGtlXZB 0.2377E+04 SZli_
8 SZGNlZC O.ZTSgE_04 SZgD23C
9 SZGHZ3A -0.3097E+02 SZGDX38
10 SZGH238 -O.S12SE*02 SZImX3C
11 SZa123C -O.kOTSE_02 SZG_331S
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DEMONSTRATION PROBLEM NO. 13
PROBLEM TYPE:
Load stepping analysis of a hollow sandwich type built-up structure using plate element subjected
to thermo-mechanical loading including fabrication load history.
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
A hollow built-up structure of 0.5" length, 0.2" width, 0.075" total thickness, 0.02" thickness
of top plate, 0.01" thickness of bottom plate, and 3 spars in the x-z plane equally spaced in the
y-direction with 0.02" thickness the z-direction, with bottom surface fixed in vertical direction,
is subjected to 4 load steps of internal pressure (0-2000 psi) and uniform temperature increase
(70-1000 F). The built-up structure is made of Sic/Ti-15-3-3-3 composite material (Silicon
Carbide fiber, Titanium matrix with 15 % Vanadium, 3% Aluminum, 3% Chromium, and 3%
Tin, and interphase with average properties of fiber and matrix). The composite laminate
consists of 4 (90/0/0/90) plies of equal thickness for the top plate, 2 (90/90) plies of equal
thickness for the bottom plate, and 4 (0/0/0/0) plies of equal thickness for the spars, all with 0.4
fiber volume ratio. The ply lay-up is symmetric for all parts of the structure. The ply lay-up
is same as that used for problem # 5 shown on pages 33-34. The material properties at the
reference temperature of 70 F are listed in Table II. The exponents for material property
variations according to the nonlinear multi-factor interaction model (Ref. 1) are hsted in Table
III. Results are to be generated for the displacement and stress responses at each load step
including the fabrication load history accounting for the nonlinear material behavior. The
geometry, boundary conditions, loading, and ply lay-up are shown in the figure on next page.
MODELING HINTS:
The finite element mesh consists of 4 elements in the x-direction and 8 in the y-direction for
both the top and bottom plates and 4 elements in the x-direction and 1 element in the z-direction
for all each of the 3 spars. The mesh is same as that used for problem # 5 shown on pages 35-
36. The material property data file, "DATA BANK" is included in Appendix 1.
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PROBLEM # 13
IOTrOM SUPPORTED BUILT-UP STRUCTURE UNDER BENDING & UNIFORM TEMP. LOADINGS
FOLLOWED BY FABRICATION THERMAL COOLING LOAD
FOR (Si crri-15-3-3-3, TOP:[90,0] s" BOTTOM:J90] s" SPARS:4[0] s); 0.4 FIBER VOLUME RATIO
GEOMETRY, BOUNDARY CONDITIONS, AND LOADING
TEMP.
,L 'Y INTERNAL PRESSURE
X
0._'"5 '0"0 TEMP.= 70 F)3_
._.._..___o_o_ _u._c,_,x,o
0.01'6.02-0.02,0.02. IN VERTICAL DIRECTION
_-_ 0.2--_






0 1 2 3 4 5 6
LOAD STEPS
Chapter 4
_. LOAD STEPPING HISTORY
°w
_ 2000 _1000 ._
lOOO ......1ooo 
,,=, o__-_--J o __
l-- 0 1 2 3 4
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INPUT DECK SETUP FOR PROBLEM # 13-A (Fabrication Load)
"V
FILE: UYNUMCF DEMO AI VM/SP CONVERSATIONAL MONITOR
TITLE=PROB # 13-A,PANEL,BOTTOM FIXED IN Z-DIRECTIDN+,INSIDE AT lO00Fg
TITLE=200D psi, OUTSIDE AT IO00F g 0 PSI,4X8(TOP)-8(BOT)-12(SPAR)MESH
TITLE=3 SPARS-.02" THICK-4(I,-1,-I,1)PLY TYPE,TOP-.O2"-4(1,2,2,1)PLIE
TITLE=BOTTOM-.Ol"-2(2,2)PLIES,L=.5",W=.2",H=.O75",LINC=2

























0.000 .02 0.000 .02
2 0.25
0.000 .02 0.000 .02
0.50
0.000 .02 0.000 .02
3 3 3
3 3 3
0.0000 -0.1000 0.0400 0.0200
0.0000 0.0000 0.0400 0.0200
0.0000 0.1000 0.0_00 0.0200
0.2500 -0.1000 0.0_00 0.0200
0.2500 0.0000 0.0_00 0.0200
0.2500 0.1000 0.0400 0.0200
0.5000 -0.1000 0.0400 0.0200
0.5000 0.0000 0.0_00 0.0200
0.5000 0.1000 0.0400 0.0200
0.0000 -0.1000 -0.0350 0.0"100
0.0000 0.0000 -0.0350 0.0100
0.0000 0.1000 -0.0350 0.0100
0.2500 -0.1000 -0.0350 0.0100
0.2500 0.0000 -0.0350 0.0100
0.2500 0.1000 -0.0350 0.0100
0.5000 -0.1000 -0.0350 0.0100
0.5000 0.0000 -0.0350 0.0100
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INPUT DECK SETUP FOR PROBLEM # 15-A (CONTINUED)



















































0.0 0.0 I00.0 0.0 I00.0
.00500 0.0 0.40 0.0
0.0 0.0 I00.0 0.0 100.0
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INPUT DECK SETUP FOR PROBLEM It 13-A (CONTINUED)
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INPUT DECK SETUP FOR PROBLEM If 13-A (CONTINUED)
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INPUT DECK SETUP FOR PROBLEM It 13-A (CONTINUED)
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SAMPLE OUTPUT FOR PROBLEM # I3-A(Fabrica_ion Load)
(NOTE: PLY # 1 IS AT 90 DEC. AT BOTTOM & PLY I 4 IS AT 90 DEC. AT TOP]
FILE: UYNUMCF OUT A VN/SP CONVERSATIONAL MONITOR SYSTEM PAGE 00001
TIME 600.0000000
TOTAL DISPLACEMENTS FOR SELECTED NODES
NODE NO. X Y
(in.] tin.)
12 0.781E-03 0.150E-03
Z TIIETA-X THETA-Y THETA-Z
(in.) (r_d.) (tad.) (tad.)
0.220E-03 -O.lO_E-03 -0.199E-03 -0.273E-0_
PLY STRESSES (in psi. units} IN THE MATERIAL COORDINATE SYSTEM FOR NODE
PLY NO. SICL-11 SIGL-22 SICLo33 SIGL-12 SICL-23 SICL-31
1 °O.qO6E÷04 0.381E+0_ O.O00E+O0 0.127E+03 0.102E÷02 -0.lOSE+01
2 °0.268E+04 0.307E+0_ O.O00E+O0 -0.111E÷03 0.22_E÷01 0.218E+02
3 °0.262E+0_ 0.297E+0_ O.O00E+O0 -0.9_3E+02 0.22_E+01 0.218E+02
°0._68E+0_ 0.386E+0_ O.O00E_O0 0.779E+02 0.I02E+02 -0.105E÷01
IHODE N 3
MICROSTRESSES (in psi. units) IN PLY NO. ; AT TIME 600.0000000
NO. STRESS FIBER STRESS MATRIX STRESS INTERFACE 3TRESS PLY
1 NOFS 0.7000E+01 NOMS 0.1900E+02 NODS 0.1300E+02
2 SICFll -0.3356E+05 SIGMllA 0.1_62E÷05 SIGDllB 0.$669E+03
3 SIGF22 -0.9195E+0_ SIGM22A O.2650E+05 SICD22B 0.3588E+Oq
SIGF12 0.55_6E+03 SIGM22B O.2_39E÷05 SICD22C -O.12qSE+O_
5 SIGF23 -0.7757E+01 SIGM22C -0.9195E+0_ SIGD12B 0.3198E+02
6 SIGF13 0.7282E+02 SIGM12A 0._602E+02 SIGD12C 0.37q3E+02
7 SIGF33 -O.I_01E+OS SIGM12B 0.82.67E÷02 SICD23B -O.q226E+O0
8 SIGM12C 0.962._E+02 SICD23C -0.49_2E+00
9 SIGM23A -0.6_35E+00 SIGD13B 0.3689E+01
10 SIGM23B -o.1158E+01 SIGD13C 0.631_E+01
11 SIGM23C -0.13_2E+01 SICD33B 0.3119E+0_
12 SIGM13A 0.601_E+01 SIGD33C -0.1813E+0_















TIME REQUIRED TO CARRY OUT THE ANALYSIS _51.1_8 SEC.
TIME REQUIRED TO : READ IN DATA 0.054 SEC.
DO PREPROCESSING 0.232 SEC.
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INPUT DECK SETUP FOR PROBLEM # 13-B (Ex_ernaI Load)
FILE: UYNUMCFI DEMO AI VM/SP CONVERSATIONAL MONITOR
TITLE=PROB # 13-B,PANEL,BOTTOM FIXED IN Z-DIRECTION÷,INSIDE AT IOOOF&
TITLE=2000 psi, OUTSIDE AT 1000F & 0 PSI,4X8(TOP)-8(BOT)-12(SPAR)MESH
TITLE=3 SPARS-.02" THICK-_(1,-1,-1,1)PLY TYPE,TOP-.O2"-_(1,2,2,1)PLIE
TITLE=BOTTDM-.Ol"-2(2,2)PLIES,L=.5",W=.2",H=.O75",LINC=Z



















































.02 0.000 .02 0.000 .02
.02 0.000 .02 0.000 .02
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INPUT DECK SETUP FOR PROBLEM # 15-B (CONTINUED)
FILE: UYNUMCF1 DEMO A1
VM/SP CONVERSATIONAL MONITOR
0.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 100.0
SICA .00500 0.0 0.40 0.0
0.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 100.0
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INPUT DECK SETUP FOR PROBLEM # I5-B (CONTINUED)
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INPUT DECK SETUP FOR PROBLEM # 13-B (CONTINUED)
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INPUT DECK SETUP FOR PROBLEM I 15-B (CONTINUED)
FILE: UYNUMCFI DEMO
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SAMPLE OUTPUT FOR PROBLEH I 13-B(External Load)
(NOTE: PLY R 1 IS AT 90 DEG. AT BOTTOM E PLY g _ IS AT 90 DEG. AT TOP)
FILE: UYNUHCF1 OUT A VHISP CONVERSATIONAL MONITOR SYSTEM PAGE 00001
TIME 660.0000000
TOTAL DISPLACEMENTS FOR SELECTED NODES
NODE NO. X Y
(in.} (in.}
12 0.783E-03 0.150E-03
Z THETA-X TNETA-Y THETA-Z
(in.} (tad.) {rad.) (rad.)
0.220E-03 -0.12_E-03 -0.191E-03 -0.306E-Oq
PLY STRESSES (in psi. units) IN TIlE MATERIAL COORDINATE SYSTEM FOR NODE
PLY NO. SIGL-II SIGL-22 SIGL-33 SIGL-12 SIGL-23 SIGL-31
1 -0.627E+0_ 0.3_?E+O_ O.O00E+O0 0.163E*03 0.725E+02 -0.597E+01
2 -0.28_E_0_ 0.273E_Oq O.O00E+O0 -0.136E+03 0.128E*02 0.155E+03
3 -0.268E+0_ 0.360E+04 O.O00E+O0 -0.109E*03 0.128E+02 O.ISSE+03
-O.193E+Oq O.qOgE+O_ O.O00E+O0 0.821E+02 0.725E+02 -0.597E+01
NODE # 3
MICROSTRESSES (in psi. units} IN PLY NO.- _ AT TINE 660°0000000
NO. STRESS FIBER STRESS MATRIX STRESS INTERFACE STRESS PLY
1 NOFS 0.7000E+O1 NOHS 0.1900E+02 NODS
2 SIGFll -0.26qgE*OS SIGMI1A 0.1578E+05 SIGDllB
3 SIGF22 °0.8880E+0_ SIGH22A 0.2662E+0S SIGD22B
SIGF12 0._817E+03 SIGHZZB O.2qbSE+OS SIGD22C
5 SIGF23 -0._127E+02 SIGN22C -O.8880E+Oq SIGD12B
6 SIGF13 0.46_5E+03 SIGMI2A 0._857E*02 SIGD12C
7 SIGF33 -0.1338E+05 SIGM12B 0.8707E+02 SIGD23B
8 SIGH12C 0.1015E+03 SIGD23C
? SIGH23A -0.3867E+01 SIGD13B
10 SIGH23B -0.6769E+01 SIGD13C
11 SIGM23C -0.7899E+01 SIGD33B
12 SIGM13A O.q36?E+02 SIGD33C
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SAHPLE OUTPUT FOR PROBLEM g 13-B (Continued)
INOTE: PLY g 1 IS AT 90 DEG. AT BOTTOH & PLY g _ IS AT 90 DEG. AT TOP)
FILE: UYNUHCF1 OUT A VM/SP CONVERSATIONAL HONITOR SYSTEH PAGE 0O001
TIME 720.0000000
TOTAL DISPLACEHENTS FOR SELECTED NODES
NODE NO. X Y
(in.) (in.]
12 0.531E-03 0.102E-03
Z THETA-X THETA-Y THETA-Z
(in.) (rad.) (rad.) (rad.)
0.220E-03 -0.139E-03 -0.177E-03 -0.236E-0_
PLY STRESSES (in psi. units) IN TIlE NATERIAL COORDINATE SYSTEM FOR NODE
PLY NO. SIGL-11 SIGL-22 SIGL-35 SIGL-12 SIGL-23 SIGL-31
1 -0.732E+0_ 0.200E+Oq O.O00E+O0 0.167E+03 O.1q8E+03 -0.106E+02
2 -0.206E+0_ 0.136E+0_ O.O00E÷O0 -0.129E+03 0.226E+02 0.317E+03
3 -0.180E+0_ 0.325E+0_ O.O00E+O0 -O.?O_E+02 0.226E+02 0.317E+03
0.227E+0_ 0.312E+oq O.OOOE+O0 0.522E+02 0.1_8E+03 -0.106E+02
NODE R 3
MICROSTRESSES (in psi, uni_sl IN PLY NO.- _ AT TIME 720.0000000
NO. STRESS FIBER STRESS HATRIX STRESS INTERFACE STRESS PLY
1 NOFS 0.7000E+01 NOHS 0.1900E+02 NODS 0.1300E+02
2 SIGF11 -0.1276E+05 SIGM11A 0.1230E+05 SIGD11B 0.2167E+0_
3 SIGFZ2 -0.5_66E+0_ SIGH22A 0.1&O6E+05 SIGD22B -O,797qE+O_
SIGF12 0.3773E+03 SIGMZZB 0.166qE+05 SIGD22C 0.3_14E+0_
5 SIGF23 -0.7_26E402 SIGH22C -0.5_66E+0_ SIGD12B -0.1030E+03
6 SIGF13 0.9809E÷03 SIGM12A O.3082E4OZ SIGO12C -0.1179E+03
7 SIGF33 -0.8197E+0_ SIGM12B 0.5538E+02 SIGD23B -0.1653E+02
8 SIGH12C 0.6509E+02 SIGD23C -0.1930E+02
? SIGH23A -0.6733E+01 SIGD13B 0.259qE*05
10 SIGH23B -0.1186E+02 SIGD13C 0.3028E+03
11 SIGH23C -0.138_E+02 SIGD33B -0.6_56E+0_
12 SIGH13A 0.8861E+02 SZGD33C 0.5203E+0_
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SAMPLE OUTPUT FOR PROBLEfl R 13-B (Continued]
(NOTE: PLY g 1 IS AT 90 DEG. AT BOTTOM & PLY R _ 1S AT 90 DEG. AT TOP]
FILE: UYNUHCF1 OUT A VM/SP CONVERSATIONAL MONITOR SYSTEH PAGE 00001
TIME 780.0000000
TOTAL DISPLACEMENTS FOR SELECTED NODES
NODE NO. X Y
[in.) (In.)
12 0.2S8E-03 0._97E-0_
Z THETA-X THETA-Y THETA-Z
(in.) (rad.] (rad,) (rad.)
0.220E-05 -0.15_E-03 -0.162E-03 -0.161E-0_
PLY STRESSES (in psi. units) IN THE MATERIAL COORDINATE SYSTEM FOR NODE
PLY NO. SIGL-11 SIGL-22 SIGL-33 SIGL-12 SIGL-25 SZGL-31
1 -0.827E+0_ 0.336E+03 O.O00E+O0 0.162E+03 0.220E÷03 -0.1_8E+02
2 -0.109E+0_ -0,206E+05 O.O00E+O0 -0.115E+OS 0.318E+02 0._72E+03
3 -0.73qE+03 0.272E+0_ O.O00E+O0 -0.677E+02 0.318E÷02 0._72E+03
0.680E+0_ 0.19qE+O_ O.O00E+O0 0.207E+02 0.220E÷03 -0.1qSE+02
NODE # 3
MICROSTRESSES (in psi. units] IN PlY NO.- _ AT TIHE 780.0000000
NO. STRESS FIBER STRESS HATRIX STRESS INTERFACE STRESS PLY
1 NOFS 0.7000E+01 NOMS 0.1900E+02 NODS
2 SIGFll 0._8_E+04 SIGM11A 0.8080E+0_ SIGD11B
3 SIGF22 -0.2009E+O_ SIGM22A 0.8901E+0_ SIGD22B
SIGF12 O.136OE+03 SIGM22B 0.91_3E+0_ SIGD22C
5 SIGF23 -0.1073E+03 SIGM22C -0.2009E+O_ SIGD12B
6 SZGF13 O.IS33E+Oq SIGM12A 0.12_OE+OZ SIGO12C
7 SIGF33 -0.2710E+0_ SIGM12B 0.2165E+02 SIGD23B
8 SIGH12C 0.2S98E+02 SIGD23C
9 SIGM23A -0.92_9E+01 SIGD13B
10 SIGM23B -0.1650E+02 SIGD13C
11 SIGM23C -0.1916E+02 SIGD33B
12 SIGM13A 0.1308E+03 SIGD33C
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SAHPLE OUTPUT FOR PROBLEM R 13-B IContinued]
INOTE: PLY # 1 IS AT 90 DEG. AT DOTTOH K PLY # q IS AT 90 DEG. AT TOP]
FILE: UYNUHCF1 OUT A VH/SP CONVERSATIONAL NONITOR SYSTEH PAGE O000X
TIME 8_0.0000000
TOTAL DISPLACEMENTS FOR SELECTED NODES
NODE NO. X Y Z THETA-X





12 -O.qS1E-Oq -0.771E-05 0.220E-03 -O.I&?E-03 -O.lqSE-03 -0.305E-05
PLY STRESSES (in psi. uni(s) IN TIlE MATERIAL COORDINATE SYSTEN FOR NODE
PLY NO. SIGL-11 SIGL-ZZ SIGL-53 SIGL-12 SIGL-Z3 SIGL-31
1 -0.891E+0_ -0.156E+0_ O.O00E+O0 0.1_5E+03 0.299E+03 -0.18_E+02
2 0.901E+02 -0.193E+0_ O.O00E+O0 -0.907E+02 0.395E+02 0.641E+03
3 O.q_SE+03 O.l?2E+O_ O.O00E+O0 -0.363E+02 0.395E+02 0.6_1E+03
0.117E+05 O.q57E+03 O.O00E+O0 -0.182E_02 0.299E+03 -0.18qE+02
,qODE # 3
MICROSTRESSES lin psi. units] IN PLY NO. q AT TINE 8qO.O000000
NO. STRESS FIBER STRESS - MATRIX STRESS INTERFACE STRESS PLY
L HOFS 0.7O0OE÷01 NOMS O.1900E_O2 NODS
2 SIGFll 0.2q?2E+05 SIGM11A 0.287_5E+0_ SIGDllB
3 SIGF22 0.1386E+0_ SIGH22A -O.lO18E+O_ SIOD22B
SIGF12 -0.2101E+03 SIGM22B 0.2qS?E*O_ SIGD22C
5 SIGF23 -0.1385E÷03 SIGM22C O.1386E+Oq SIGD12B
6 SIGF13 0.2230E+0_ SIGM12A -0.9795E+01 SIOD12C
7 SIGF3S O.$067E+Oq SIGM12B -0.2068E+02 SIGD23B
8 SIGM12C -0.22&SE+02 SIGD23C
? SIGN23A -0.1127E+02 SIGD13B
10 SIGMZ3B -0.203qE+02 SIGD13C
11 SIGM23C -0.2363E_02 SIGD33B
12 SIGM13A 0.1759E+03 SIGD33C




























,IHE REQUIRED TO CARRY OUT TIlE ANALYSIS 3q_,972 SEC.
TIME REQUIRED TO : READ IN DATA
DO PREPROCESSING
Chapter 4 March. 1992
HITCAN DemonstrationManual - Version1.0
APPENDIX i
(MATERIAL PROPERTY DATA BANK FILES)
Appedix March, 1992
APPEND 1
HITCAN DemonstrafionManu_- Version 1.0
MATERIAL PROPERTIES DATA FOR STATIC ANALYSIS
(ZERO EXPONENTS FOR SICA & TII5 MATERIALS)
FILE: DATAS BANK A1 VM/SP CONVERSATIONAL MONITOR SYSTEM
2
PIOO ANIS 10-26-79 NO REF.
3000 .00039



















SICA SILICON CARBIDE ON ALUMINUM. SEPT. 7,1987
1 .0056











COPR ISO !0-26-79 NO REF.













21 13 13 30
70.0 1800.0 lOOO000.
.32 .32 .12














• 11 62000000. &2000000. 23800000. 23800000.




.00 .00 .00 .00 .00
• 25 .00 .00 .00 .00
• 25 .25 .25 .25 .25
.25 .25 .25
.32 17700000. 17700000. 6807692. 6807692.
19.3 19.3 0000098 .0000098 32000.0
21000.0 21000.0
.0 .0 .0 .0 .0
.0 .0
.0 .0 .0 .0 .0
.O .0
.5 .0 .5 .5 .S
.5 .5 .0 .5 .5
.S .S .5 .5 .S
.5 .5 .5
NOV. 9,1987.
• 172 12300000. 12300000. 4659091. 4659091.
• 39 _000045 0000045 130000.0
91000.0__
.0 .0 .0 .0
.0
.0 0 .0 .0
.0
.0 .0 .0 .0
.0 .0 .0 .O












HITCAN DemonstmfionManu_ - Version 1.0
MATERIAL PROPERTIES DATA FOR STATIC ANALYSIS (CONTINUED)
(ZERO EXPONENTS FOR SICA & TII5 MATERIALS)
FILE: DATAS BANK AI VM/SP CONVERSATIONAL MONITOR SYSTEM
2














4290.0 1000000. .I99 61350000. 9300000.
.275 .155 13.4 10.52 .0000045
41000.0 28500.0 22000.0 15750.0
.0 .0 .0 .0 .0
.0 .0 .0 .0 .0
2. .5 .5 .0 .5
.5 .0 .5 .5 .0
.5 .5 .5 .5 .5
.5 .5 .5 .5 .5

































• 141 37150000. 37150000. 14229546. 14229456.
• 57 .57 .0000032 .0000032 315000.0
195500.0 195500.0
.0 .0 .0 .0 .0
.0 .0 .0 .0 .0
.5 .0 .5 .5 .5
.5 .5 .5 .5 .5






H1TCAN DemonstrafionManu_ - Ve_ion 1.0
MATERIAL PROPERTIES DATA FOR NONLINEAR ANALYSIS
(NONZERO EXPONENTS)
FILE: DATA BANK A1 VM/SP CONVERSATIONAL MONITOR SYSTEM
Z
PIO0 ANIS 10-26-79 NO REF.
3000 .00039










.078105000000. 900000. 1100000. 700000.




.25 .0 .25 .25 .25
• 25 .25 .0 ,25 ,25
.25 .25 .25 ,25 .25
,25 ,25 .25
SICA SILICON CARBIDE ON ALUMINUM. SEPT. 7,1987
1 .0056
21 5 5 30
70.0 4870.0 1000000. .11 62000000. 62000000. 23800000. 23800000.
.3 .3 .29 .75 ,75 ,0000018 ,0000018 500000.0
650000. 500000.0 650000.0 500000.0 500000.0
.0 .0 .0 .0 .0
.0 .0 .0 .0 .0
.25 .25 .25 .25 .00
.25 .25 .25 .25 .25
.00 .25 .25 .25 ,25
.25 .25 .25 .25 .25
2













































19.3 19.3 .0000098 .0000098
21000.0 21000.0
.0 .0 .0 .0
.0 .0
.0 .0 .0 .0
.0 .0
.5 .0 .5 ,5
,S .5 .0 ,S











•39 .39 .00000_5 .0000045 130000.0
91000.0 91000.0
o0 .0 .0 .0 .0
.0 .0
.0 .0 .G .0 .0
.0 .0
.5 .0 .5 .5 .5
.5 .5 ._ .S .5
.5 .5 .5 .5 .5
.5 .5 .5
HITCAN Demonstra_on Manu_ - Version 1.0
HATERIAL PROPERTIES DATA FOR NONLINEAR ANALYSIS (CONTINUED)
(NONZERO EXPONENTS)
FILE: DATA BANK A1 VM/SP CONVERSATIONAL MONITOR SYSTEM
2
PIOO/COPR 10-26-79 NO REF.
21 9 9 30
70.0 4290.0 1000000. .199 61350000. 9300000.
.25 .275 .155 13.4 10.52 .0000045
116000.0 41000.0 28500.0 22000.0 15750.0
.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
.0
.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
.0
.5 2. .5 .5 .0 .5
.5 .5 .0 .5 .5 .0
.0 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5
.5 .5 .5 .S .5 .5

































.141 37150000. 37150000. 14229546. 14229456.
.57 .57 .0000032 .0000032 315000.0
195500.0 195500.0
.0 .0 .0 .0 .0
.0 .0 .0 .0 .0
.5 .0 .5 .5 .5
.5 .5 .5 .5 .5













HITCAN Demonstradon Manu_ - Version 1.0
FILE FOR HITCAN EXECUTION ON NASA LERC CRAY-XMP
(fii1 in the appropriate filename & filetype for the problem
to be run. Also, use the aDproDriate name for data bank file.)
\_r
FILE: DEMOX N0S A1 VM/SP CONVERSATIONAL MONITOR
# USER=smxxxx PW=xxxxxxxx
# QSUB-P filename
# QSUB -1T 60
# QSUB -1M 2.0Mw
# QSUB-eo
set -×
fetch data -t'fn=filename,ft=filetype '
#fetch restar -t'fn=filename,ft=restart '
#cat restar >>data
touch t7 t8 tlO tll ti2 t18 t19 t50 tSq t70









In tS0 fort. S0
















fetch tTO -t'fn=data,ft=bank m
jad
SHOME/htcan < data# compiled code
jar -a
#dispose t18 -t|fn=fiIename,ft=model v
#dispose t77 -t'fn=tran,ft=file '
dispose t68 -t'fn=filename,ft:restart '
#dispose t76 -t'fn=filenaam,ft=disp '
#dispose t93 -tmfn=for,ft=file'
#dispose t66 -t'fn=met,ft=file '
#dispose tS0 -t'fn=tS0,ft=file '





HITCAN Demonstration Manual - Version 1.0
FILE FOR HITCAN EXECUTION ON NASA LERC CRAY-YMP
(fill in the appropriate filename & filetype for the problem
to be run. Also, use the appropriate name for data bank file.)
FILE: DEMOY NgS A1 VM/SP CONVERSATIONAL MONITOR
# QSUB-r filename
# QSUB -1T IO0





touch t7 t8 tl0 tll t12 t18 t19 t50 t5_ t70
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